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Community v·oices its views
By BRAD CRAFTON
Staff Writer

Aligning themselves with much of
the nation, students at Murray State
voiced their approval of the war at a
forum Wednesday at the west entrance
of the Curris Center.
Although most of the campus referred to the event as a "peace rally",
organizers insisted that the forum was
not held to protest t he war. According
to a press release, the event was held to
encourage education and discussion of
the events involved in Operation
Desert Storm. Signs with slogans like
"I support the U.S.A. not Hussein" and
''Support the U.S. troops but not the
president's war" told the real story of ..
why people turned out.
The forum quickly turned into an
often heated debate filled with emotion
and rhetoric. Participants occasionally
exhibited their tempers when offering
feedback to the opinions of the
s peakers. The small grou p of
organizers often found themselves
under a vociferous outpouring of supP.Ort for the war effort.
Comments from the supportive major·ity were usually limited to standard
calls for patriotism, duty to country
and support for the troops on the front
lines of the cu1Tcnt conflict. One supporter summed his feelings by saying
"freedom doesn't come easy, it takes
blood and guts."
Brian Clardy, a graduate student
from South Fulton, Tenn., also spoke
on behalf of the decision to use force by
highlighting parallels between the
modern Middle East a~d pre-World
War I Europe. Clardy said this is the
time when we must fight for our
freedoms and the freedoms of others.
"Clardy has come out of his academic
shell and he is ready to go to war," he
said.
Though most of the fiery debate was
limited to heated exchanges of opinions, facts and profanities, there were
a few tense moments among the crowd.
One speaker in particular, Jeff Reeves
of Marshall County, drew extremely
violent counter-arguments.
At one point during his speech,
Reeves' allusion to burning a flag prompted one spectator to tell him that if
he burned the flag she would " personally kick his ass."
Colorful rhetor ic took a holiday,
however, as words nearly turned into
blows when Reeves was confronted by
a small group in the crowd after his
speech. Dave G. Smith, a junior from
Bremen, was among the group that
confronted Reeves.
Smith, whose brother has been in
been in the Middle East since Oct. 2
with the 82nd Airborne, said he was
upset because of some of Reeves' opinions and said he is for the war and
thinks it needs to be done.
"My brother is in Saudi Arabia,"
Smith said, "natw·ally we are very
close."
Reeves said the crowd misunderstood
his message and he did not expect the
staunch opi>Qsition.
"I was trying to save those guys who
were shouting at me," Reeves said.
Reeves claimed that some of the peo·
pie present were ex-military and as a
result have an altered thought process.
"The real problem is that inside the
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By LEIGH LANDINI

(Above) Students, faculty, staff and community members march down
the pede.trlan mall and gather outside the Curria Center Wednesday to
exprea their opinions about the war. (Left) Jeff Reeves, from Marshall
County, draws protest from the crowd with his allusion to burning the
American flag.

military there is one way of thinking,"
Reeves said. "Outside, in the civilian
.. Nobody told me to
world, you have to think for yourself."
Adam Diamont, a senior from Red·
go. I want to go."
ding, Pa., is a drill seargeant !.A a
reserve unit attached to the lOlst Air-_ ~
Adam Dlamont
borne. By volunteering to be sent to
Senior
Saudi Arabia even though his unit has
not yet been called, Diamont took a
step that not many war supporters and worries that Iraqi-sponsored ter·
would.
rorist activities will incr ease and·may
"Nobody told me to go." he said. "I be t he thing that demoralizes the
want to go."
positive mood most of the country is
Despite all the support the conflict feeling.
has received t he past few months, one
"It depends on how much hate they
question that no one seems to be able (the
government) can instill in the
to answer is whether or not this kind of American people,'' Gann said.
public sentiment will prevail over
Even staunch allies like Smith ad·
time. The war is young and the real
price to be paid may be a bit farther mitted that he is not sure if his support
down the road. It remains to be seen will be as strong six months from now
what toll that will have on public if the United States is experiencing t he
heavy casualties predicted for a ground
opinion.
war.
Paul Gann, a sophomore fr om
Mayfield, said he is against the war
"I believe I will, I can say th at now,"
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Students IDHk out

Since the United States joined the United
Nations In its campaign against Iraq, thoughts
of war have been on the minds of many.
Students returned to classes only to be
distracted by reports of the growing military
action in the Middle East. Friends and family
members were being called upon to fulfill
their duties. Many object to the U.S. involvement and others support it, but they all support the troops.
Story on page 5

Smith said. "But if anything happens
to my brother, I don't know."
Ironically, the rally ended with an
impromptu rendition of "The Star
Spangled Banner" initiated by proinvolvement demonstrators who were
later joined by anti-involvement allies.
Later that afternoon, what was billed
as a "Persian Gulf Awareness March"
left the Curris Center for the Court
Ifoitse via Main Street.
The relatively small crowd was pro·
testing the war with signs like
"Impeach Bush," "And what happened
to our kinder, gentler nation" and
"Don't be sheep, think."
A smaller group of pro-involvement
demonstrators followed shortly behind
with signs and shirts that said "Free
Kuwait."
The march ended peacefully at the
court square with a moment of silence
for the troops and one of the organizers
declaring "no blood for Bush."

Prayer service
A 15 to 20 minute prayer service
honoring those serving in Operation
Desert Storm and their families will be
held Thursday at 12:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater.
Anyone who knows students, faculty, staff or alumni serving in the Persian Gulf should contact Keith Inman
at the Baptist Student Union,
753-5771 or David Atkinson at the
Wesley Foundation, 753-9859. The
names of those serving in the Persian
Gulf will be read aloud and a moment
of silence will be observed.

Even though the war in the
Persian Gulf is several thousand miles away, a Murray
State University alumnus waa
involved in the rescue of a
downed Navy pilot in the Iraqi
desert on Monday.
Air F orce Capt . Paul
Johnson, a 1980 MSU graduate
from Dresden, Tenn., flew one
of the two A-10 Thunderbolts
which blaated the Iraqi truck
that was driving toward the
downed Navy pilot.
At t h e same time , an
American helicoptor waa flying
toward the pilot to help in the
rescue effort.
The downed pilot, whose
name has not been released,
was taken to Saudi Arabia.
J ohnson's wife, Patricia, said
she was not watching CNN
when the desert rescue waa
broadcast .
She said one of her frien.da
called her and said she thought
she saw Capt. Johnson on Cable
News Network. One of the
neighbors came nmliliig to the
house to tell her the newe.
"I was just thrilled. I'm very
proud of him," she said during
a telephone interview from her
home in Myrtle Beach, S.C.
She said several of her friends
have called to talk to her about
her husband's mission and
several people have told her
that t hey cried after seeing him
on television.
" It's a good feeling," she said.
J ohnson 's brother, Steve
Johnson, is a professor in the
department of communications
at Freed.Hardem.an University.
Steve Johnson's 15-year-old son
recorded Capt. Johnson's television appearance.
Steve Johnson said when he
arrived at his house, his son
said "Would you like to see
your brother?,
After seeing the report, Steve
Johnson said he cried.
"My fll'St reaction was one of
enormous relief that my little
brother was safe," he said. "It
was really wonderful to see,
and I was very proud."
Steve Johnson said he waa
sure that h is brother waa pleased to have helped another
person.
"I think it was probably one
of those kinds of experiences he
will never forget or be able to
equal again ," he said. "It was a
feeling of tremendous exhilarat ion and relief to pull a guy out
of that situation.
"I think that Paul would say
what he did was a team effort,"
his brother said.
Although some may regard
Capt. Johnson as a hero, his
brother said the rescue was just
an example of what is happening in Operation Desert Storm.
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Chance of draft unlikely
By MELANIE BUCKLIN
News Editor

Although U.S. troops have
moved into action against Iraq,
reinstating the draft does not
appear to be part of the current
battle plan.
Lew Brodsky, assistant director of public affairs for the
Selective Service System, said
currently there is no intention
of reinstating the draft. .
"There is no indication from
Congress or the Secretary of
Defense that t he draft is need·
ed," he said.
Brodsky said right now the
president has all the help he
needs frotn the reserves and
National Guard.
However, Brodsky said the
Selective Service is ready to
perform its mission at any .time.

In order to reinstate the draft,
the president would have to call
a special session of Congress.
Brodsky said in the event
that the president calls for the
draft, they could provide troops
to the sites in 13 days.
"We're ready at any time," he
said. "All we need is the legal
authority."
All men are required by law
to register with the Selective
Service on their 18th birthday.
There are more than 13 million
men between the ages of 18 and
26 registered.
The draft would call men on
the lottery aystem baaed on
their birthdate.
The first men called would be
20-year-olds. Followed by
21-year-olds, 22-year-olds,
23-year-olds, 24-year-olcla . and

.· .

25-year-olds. It would then
·work back to 18-year-olds and
19-year-olds.
Since the use of the draft in
the Vietnam War there have
been some reforms in the draft
aystem.
A draft law adopted in 1971
allows students to receive only
temporary deferments rather
, than the permanent ones as in
Vietnam.
•.
Students drafted during the
, middle of an academic semester
would be allowed to finish the
• term. Also, a student in his
: final year of study would be •
allowed to defer until the end of
the year.
The only other students who
may apply for draft exemptions
are those enrolled in
' seminaries and divinity

NEWSBRIEFS
Teacher orientation scheduled

schools. Ministers are not eligi·
ble for the draft.
Although given in the past,
deferments are no longer
granted to married men or
"sole surviving sons.''
The provision also states that
any person whose immediate
family member died in combat
or military service is exempt if
war is not declared.
Brodsky said draft boards wiJl
no longer be given quotas.
He said the call for those
drafted will now also be
uniform and national.
Brodsky said the changes will
hopefully improve future use of
the system.
''The reforms were in the in·
terest of making the future
system more fair and
equitable," he said.

Teacher certification students must attend an official orientation to register for admission to teacher education.
Most students complete this in EDU 103. However, those
who do not must attend an orientation.
The orientation meetings will be at 4 p.m. in Room 113 of
Wells Hall on Jan. 29, Feb. 4~ Feb. 7 and Feb. 19.

QTBS will be given
Any student planning to apply for admission to teacher
education must be admitted this year or face having to retake
the new version of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills.

Military phone numbers listed
The Defense Department has established 24-hour
telephone numbers for relatives and friends of service
members to obtain general information concerning
casualties in the Persian Gulf war.
The numbers are:
•Army, 1-703-614·0739 for general information.
ILljr Force, 1-800-253·9276 for general information.
•Navy, 1-800.255-3808 for immediate family members and
1-800-732-1206 for general information.
~ine Corps, 1-800-523-2694 for immedWKe'"' family
members.
•coast Guard, 1-800-283-8724 for immediate family
members.
For faster service, callers should provide the soldier's
name, rank, Social Security number and military unit.

Class·es ·an··base corlti
nue
..
•

a£JENNA NEWTON
Staff Writer

Although most of the troops
stationed at· ~ort Campbell are
now in the Persian Gulf, Murray State University is continuing to offer classes at the base
despite drastically reduced
enrollment in that extended
campus program.
Enrollment at Fort CampbelJ
began to -decline early last fall '
when .' the ,-'ilrst deployments
began. John Yates, director of
the extension center for continuing education, said it bas
continued t o decrease since that
t~e .
·
"We usually have about 200
st udents each semester," Yates

1

said. "This semester we expect
about 70 students."
Steve Schneiderman, chair·
man of the department ~ .
engineering and technology,
travels to the base every ~ ,
day to teach classes.
,
Schneiderman said classe8 '
that once had 15 students now ,
have only three or four. Most of:
the remainipg students are
business people from the
Hopkinsville area, he Did.
"The last scildier I had in ,·
class was a nunie', and she wu
advised not to take•classes this
semester," Sc:hrieiderman said.
Yates said funding for the·
program has decreased beeauae
funds are baaed on the number
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of students enrolled.

He said there are no plana to
terminate the program at this
time, but if the war continues
the program would undergo a ·
University review.
' Schneiderman said he will
C:ontinue to teach his claaees
because he wants to 11ehow we
~pport the troops."
• "Murray State is really ben- •
ding over backwards to
demonstrate to the Army that
we're in this for the long haul,"
Schneiderman said. "We are
not pulling out over the war."
Schneiderman said he baa
received several letters from
soldiers asking if they can con·
tinue their studies while they

are stationed in the Gulf. He
said because most of the classes
he teaches are independent
study classes, it would be
possible.
"We would decide on a project, I would mail them the
books and they would write and
do their research over there,"
Schneiderman said.
The letters were written
before the Gulf crisis became a
war, and soldiers are not likely
to have much time for study.
However, if the war continues,
Schneiderman said be would be
willing to try some sort of cor·
respondence program for
soldiers who wish to continue
their studies.

Full-smnce Cllf11GI"Y Work

Blood drive not for Gulf
-

The American Association of Blood Banks will hold a blood
drive on Wednesday and Thursday in the Curris Center.
This drive is not a special drive for the crisis in the Persian
Gulf because the military has an ample supply of blood.
Therefore, no blood will be collected now for the troops
because it only has a life of 42 hours.
There may be drives in the future if mass amounts of blood
are needed. Those who wish to donate may wish to wait or
donate now for the community and later again if the troops
are in need.
The blood donated Wednesday and Thursday will be used
for local needs.
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required to reserve one of the#45 seats that are available
on the bus. Pay your deposit
today in the SGA office, 1st
floor Curris Center.

L

• Total Cost: $275
includes a condo for six
people.

Student Government Sponsored

BUS ,
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·s PRING BREAK '91
••
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• The bus will leave March 8th ·
in front of the Curris Center
and return on March 16th.
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Local
MP
unit
aWaits:
cairn·
I
.
~
.
By LEIGH LANDINI

The 614th has about 150
;Assistant News Ed1tor
members, 25 percent of which
1 The threat of war became a are Mun·ay State students, and
reality last week, and some several who are both ROTC and
Murray State University Guard members.
~tu'dents may experience it
England said the Murray unit
firsthand if Murray's 614th Na- is near 100 percent strength
tional Guard unit is called to and is ready to perform the
~erve in Operation Desert necessary tasks if activated.
Storm.
"Our unit is very ready to do
J With the current situation, any mission they may call us to
~here is a good possibility the do. We're very well qualified
614th, a combat military police and we work well together,"
hnit, may be placed on alert Bryan said.
and activated, said staff Sgt.
The 614th combat MP unit
~on England, unit public af- has been trained to perform
fairs representative.
various duties including route
I "We were told by National reconnaissance, prisoner of war
~luard official:::~ from Frankfort management, establishing
lo 'get our house in order,"' he tefugee camps and scouting
, aid. "Rating on a scale of one areas to find the best possible
hrough 10, we were highly route for travel.
anked, they told us."
"Most people think of MP as
"There's a chance that any 'white hat' garrison-type duty
Guard unit in the nation could directing traffic or in the police
be activated,'' said Phillip cars. Being combat MP, we do
)3ryan, a junior business ad- mot·e battlefield-type policing,"
ministration major from Mur- Bryan said.
The unit has also had
'r ay who is a sergeant in the
Unit.
n
u
c 1ear, chemic a 1 and
(

~

biological weapon protection
training, England said.
"It's not really that difficult
(putting on the suits) with the
buddy system and we train to
do that," England said. "The
mask itself is a matter of a few
seconds to put on."
With the chance of a call up of
the unit, Bryan said he has
been trying to prepare his
friends and family for that day.
"As far as my family, they
realize there's a good chance.
You just have to keep them informed so they can prepare for
it mentally.'' Bryan said.
"It's very difficult for some
families for the thought of someone being called up,''
England said.
England said if the local unit
was called, a support group
could be set up for the families
and friends of the Guard
members.
The 614th also has a good
comrade r i e a m on g its
members, England said.
"The main thing you have to

PEOPLE
DR. JIM FRANK has been named president of the Kentucky

Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
remember when you talk .to
Dance (K..AHPERD). Frank has been a faculty member since
another guard person or famtly
1964.
member, you have to .g~t them
He is a member of the faculty in the department of health,
to underst~nd that th1s 1s _what
physical education and recreation and is the seventh Murray
we ~e pa1d to do. W! will do
State University faculty member to serve as president of the
our J?,b, and we. will come
KAHPERD.
I
homE!, England satd.
The hardest parts are the
DR. CONCETTA CULLIVER , director of the criminal justice
wai~ing and wondering about
program at Murray State, recently completed a study of
the .call up and resuming norjuvenile criminal behavior titled "Youths in Custody."
mal activities.
The study found that juvenile offenders tend to be drug
"With such a good chance of
users, dropouts, products of single-parent homes and, among
us goihg, it's really kind of hard
those convicted of rape, likely to have been the victims of
to get into the swing of school
.child molestation.
.
b~au'Se you're afraid you may
be j~rked out at any time,"
CHUCK WARD , director of development at Murray State,
Bry~n said. "You go to class,
has been elected to athree-yea.r term on the board of directors
they assign homework and you
ofCASE-K, a statewide org~mization of higher education proqo it; it almost seems like
fessionals in fund' raising, alumni affairs and public
Y,ou're doing it in jest.
·
relations.
•·
''The hardest thing about it is
,'
. •
the waiting and not knowing .
·ANDREA RUDD, ANGELA HUDGIN AND MELISSA
what it is (in the Persian Gulf).
LaFORGE have received scholarships from the music departWe're lucky in that we know
ment of the Murray Women's Club.
there's a good chance and we
The sc;holarships are awarded each fall to MSU sophomores
l:\8v~ time to get our lives ready ,
for use in the spring semester. Each year the club awards a •"" ,
t.d leave," Bryan said.
'
total of $500 in · scholarships. 'This year, Rudd won $300,
t~ "It's still hard to sit, wait and.·· '· Hudgin $100 and LaForge $100.
wonder. day-to-day, are we going to get that call," he said.

'

!
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•
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To
our alumni
and students serving
In the Persian Gulf
keep up with events
In Murray, we will be
sending issues of our
campus newspaper

overseas.

If you have a friend or
family member who would
Ilks a subscrtptlon, bring
this form to the News
office on the first floor of
Wilson Hall. There is no
deadline, we will accept
~bscriptions at any time.

THE MURRAY STATE NEWS
Going overseas.

I

:

I
I

L------------~~~--~

Murray
State·
University's
.
.
Best Kept Secret

~~The

I
II

Now accepting applicati9ns. for the Summer &
'

FaD 1991 · and Spring 1992 terms.
For more information contact Ross Meloan, Counseling and Testing Office

762

6851
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VIEWPOINT
COMMENTAB.Y

Editorial

.••
•

1

•
t

•••

Support for U.S.
war troops vital ·

RHONNDA
KERR
Editor In
Chief

..

On Jan. 16, President George Bush announced to
the world that America was at war. In his speech, •
he quoted Thomas Paine's immortal words, "These
are the times that try men's souls!'
Truer words were never s}>oken.
Our country is divided with opinions and
thoughts on whether or not we should be involved
in this Middle East dispute. Many people wonder
what we are doing there; if we are fighting to free •
Kuwait or fighting to save our "beloved" oil. Other
people wonder and worry if this conflict will turn into another Vietnam.
We question our government and their decision to
use force against Iraq, which may lead to many
casualties - both military and civilian. Yet there
are other questions which need to be asked, not of
our government, but of ourselves.
People from New York to San Francisco and even
in our nation's capital have begun protesting our
involvement in Operation Desert Storm, but are
these actions really solving anything or are they
driving a wedge between Americans?
Some protest rallies and marches have taken
place to voice a need for a quick and peaceful solution to this crisis, while other protests have broken
out in violence between activists and police.
Are these protests valid in achieving peace or are
the people trying to relive a part of our nation's past
- wanting to experience the Vietnam-era protests
of the 1960s and 1970s?
We need to remember that the freedoms of speech,
assembly and to question the acts of our government, are the very freedoms and.rights that our
men and women are fighting to protect.
It may be hard to fathom, but there is someone
\
over there fighting just for you.
.
.. .
' 0'
There is nothing we can do to stop the war, but
what we can do is show our support and concern for
the soldiers in the Persian Gulf.
'
Support groups can be formed for the families and
To the Editor:
·~l ~· the alternative of pacifism is infriends of those serving overseas to eaae the pain of
... Protesting on the campuseS ~lerable. It will ~ one of our
war. Non-violent peace rallies can be planned, but
of my home state against th~ h1ghest accomphshments to
war protests and flag burning can only hinder any
United States' armed responSe 'take part in the dire~t effort to
in Saudi Arabia is a potentiallyt destroy the tyranny m the Per·
support for our troops and cause greater conflict
'
dangerous obstacle to a speedy sian Gulf.
here at home.
resolution of the crisis. It inIn a sense we are indeed the
dicates a willingness to tolerate police force of the world com·
We should take heed to the saying, "United we
theinvasionofKuwaitwiththe munity. No other power
stand, divided we fall." We need to put aside our difdestruction
and rape and ter- possesses equally both the
ferences, at least during this time of war, and conrorizing of its citizenry. It in- capacity and the need to precentrate on the matter at hand. Our enemy is Sadd.icates a belief that a fana~ic, vent global chaos. No other peo·
dam Hussein, not our own government and certainmurderous , a n d r a c 1s t ple will benifit greater from a
ly not each other.
id~gue w~ll make a co~! stable world trade environplatnt, am1able~ and fatr ment. No country is more
The war may be over tomorrow or a year from
negotiator. Finally, it shows obligated to its allies and
now, but the support for our troops should never
that the organizers of the pro- friends to assist in times of
test have a poor understanding hardship than us.
cease. A nation as strong as the United States of
If history tells us anything, it
of
both how severe a threat tb
America must stand together during this time and
world
order
Mr.
Hussein
is
ana
says
that our greatness and innot be divided. For if we become separated in our
how very capable our own fluence as a nation are the
support, we may just lose this war.
military is to deal with him result of fighting we have done

The News
changes
its design
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ford to let our weaker friends
~ive in constant fear of the
mvader.
Protests tnwart political
decisiveness in a democracy
sometimes for the better and
often for the worse. Indecisiveness is the chief danger
threatening the welfare of our
troops abroad (remember the
Marines in Lebanon restricted
from loading their weapons,
remember our forces in Vietnam restricted from bombing or
attacking the communists'
capital city).
The best action that our peo·
ple can take today to ensure
that my colleagues in Saudi
Arabia and I will not waste our
lives is to support the threat of
war to force our will upon the
(either with or without help overseas to defend our in- Iraqis. A firm stance is the only
from the various nations now terests. It also tells us that our thing the Arab mentality
involved).
people must be strong and respects. If the threat of war
Saddam Hussein has kidnap- ready for the sacrifices will not persuade Hussein, then
ped his-neighbor. Out of necessary to bring victory.
we must be prepared to support
jealousy, he has taken Kuwait
Some things in life are worth all·out war to its desired end. In
hostage and aspires to exploit the costs of war. I am prepared that event, we would require
its riches and ransom its to risk my life so that other vigorous pursuit of absolute vic·
freedom in order to gain ter- Americans may erijoy the same tory. We must seek the swift
ritory for himself and his kin· opportunities, the same destruction of Saddam Hussein
dred terrorists, the Palestinian privileges and advantages, and and the complete dismantling
Liberation Organization (PLO). the same wholesome communi- of his military capacity. This
He commands the fourth- ty that my friends and I will restore some acceptible
largest army in the worl~ enjoyed.
stability to the region now call·
albeit neither the best trained
We began our lives in a world ed Southwest Asia and
nor best equipped. He is work- whe.re the United States were minimize the risk to our own
ing to have a nuclear arsenal respected for more than turning military.
aoon...
their back; where we were both '
Anthony D. Sinnott
.. .It is unpleasant to think
feared and loved for what we
Captain USMCR
men struggling in battle, but had chosen to do. We can not af.
Redondo Beach, Calif.

AdviMr•
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Group appreciates 'helping hand'
To the Editor:
Please allow me the opportunity to express a
sincere "thank you" to the following campus
organizations who have extended a helping hand
to the Work Activities Training Center for the
Handicapped throughout 1990: _
.
Sigma Chi Fraternity; American Society of
Safety Engineers; Sigma Phi Epsilon; Student
Government Association; Department of Special
Education; Department of Vocational Rehabilitation; Psi Chi; Elizabeth Hall Council; Alpha
Sigma Alpha officers; Student Council for Excep·
tiona} Children; and National Student
Speech/Language/Hearing Association.
W.A.T.C.H., located at 702 Main, is a coin·
munity program serving 47 adult men and
women with variable handicaps. Our primary
goal is to provide a support foundation that will
enable our clients to become productive citizens.
Job training, reinforcement of daily living and
social skills, speech/language therapy, etc. are
all part of our routine schedule at W.A.T.C.H.
and because of the continual support of the

Murray:Calloway County commumty, program
enrollment is at a record high and employment
opportunities continue to climb for thoee we
serve.
We recognize the important role that the
association of Murray State University plays in
our community and the benefits we receive from
that association.
We must raise approximately $45,000 annual·
ly through private donations in order to keep our
doors open. Since we do not receive any funding
through donations made to United Way or the
WPSD Lions Club Telethon, your support is even
more special.
Contributions or questions regarding any of
our services may be addressed to Peggy
Williams, executive director, W.A.T.C.H., 702
Main, Murray, KY 42071; or you may telephone
759-1965.
Ava Watkins
Vice chairperson
W.A.T.C.H. Board of Directors

The Murray State News has
come a long way and gone
through a great number of
changes over the years.
Originally called The College
News, Murray State UniWI'-'
sity's weekly newspaper ap·
peared on campus for the first
time in 1927 in broadsheet
form.
In attempt to give major
events more front page emphasis and to better departmentalize different types of news,
The News staff decided to
change from a broadsheet
newspaper to a tabloid in 1963.
Now it's 1991, and once again
The Murray State News is a
broadsheet.
We realize it won't be quite as
easy to hide behind the person
sitting in front of you and read
it during class. But, we like it,
and we hope you do too.
Since 1927, The News has
served many purposes on campus and in the Murray
community.
Students, faculty and staff
have grown to depend on it as a
source of campus news, and
local businesses have grown to
depend on it as a means of
advertising.
The primary purpose of the
campus newspaper, however, is
to provide students in the
department of journalism and
radio/television the opportunity
to gain practical, hands on
newspaper experience.
Sinee most newspapers in the
real world are broadsheets, by
changing back to a broadsheet,
we will be giving our staff
layout and design experience
they will be able to take with
them when they graduate.
Recently named one of the top
20 non·daily college
newspapers in the country, The
Murray State News, with its
"new look," will also be more
competitive in the realm of col·
legiate newspaper layout and
design.
Awards from Collegiate Press
Associations bring great
recognition and prestige not on·
ly to our staff and the department but also to the University
as a whole.
'
In redesigning The Murray
State News we tried to think of
not only the needs of our staff
but also the needs of our
readers.
Through a readership study
conducted by a group of
students in Gary Hunt ~ s
research methods class last fall,
we learned that our readers
want more. So, that's exactly
what we've given you - more
stories, more world and national news, more information
in general.
By breaking long stories up
into two or three shorter stories
and packaging them together,
we hope to provide you with
more information that is easier
to read.
We have tried to put more em·
phasis on the news section of
the newspaper and include
more world and national
events, and we have placed
easy.to-read briefs within each
section.
The item that received the
highest marks in the readership study was· the calendar.
Therefore, we have redesigned
the calendar in attempt to
make it even easier to use.
Two new items that were in·
troduced last fall and received
very high marks in the study
are the Scoreboard and Arts
and Entertainment pages. Once
again, we have included them
in our redesign.

Now you should have a good
idea of what we're trying to do
with The Murray State News
and why. Write to us and let us
know what you think.

--Murray State News
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Students express o·piliiOns about war
"As a major world power, we
This semester began just like
any other. Students began fil. have certain responsibilities,
ing into the dorms one by one, and I think that falls under proregistration lines grew longer tecting smaller, weaker nations
and longer by the hour and from aggressors.
"I believe Hussein is a threat
finally the hustle and bustle of
to
not only the United States
the first days of class began.
On January 16, however, the but to th e security of the world
war against Iraq broke out, and community. I believe that if we
things haven't been quite the didn't face him now we'd have
to face him later and his
same on campus since.
Students are still going to military might might be more
classes and professors are still severe them.
"I t hink we should all keep
lecturing, but the thought of
our country being at war is • the troops in our thoughts and
weighing heavily upon prayers and hope for a speedy
end to the conflict.''
everyone's mind.
Like most people, Murray
State students are feeling many Scooter S u ver, sophomore
emotions about America being agriculture engineering major
at war- fear, pride, anger and · from Charleston, Mo.:
sadness. We gave several
"I don't thirik it's right
students the opportunity to because we just get 3 percent of
share their feelings and voice our oil from there and we ship
their opinions.
out 80 percent off our Alaskian
pipeline.
I
Krist y Ball, senior business ad·
"But on the other hand, I'm
~~'!1 ;A
I
ministration major from Kevil: an American and I support the Source: USA TODAY
"I think we should support President. And, being as it's
"I don't think that the world. c~ld become a very powerful
the soldiers that are over there already started, we ought to
let someone like Sad· .;. ~n.
should
even if we don't support the finish it.''
dam
Hussein
hold the world ~ k'J• believe that President
war. But, I think the war is OK.
We need to help the Kuwaiti Cyndie Puck ett, treshman art hostage. Even if he hadn't in·'~ Blih acted at the right time. ·I
vaded Kuwait, they should ·$ ~ we're beginning to conpeople, because Saddam Hus- major from Lawrenceburg:
have taken care of his develop- ~ trQI ;the situation and Husseih
sein is crazy.
"I wouldn't normally be for ing nuclear capabilities."
~ is starting to realize that we're
"My brother and my cousin war in any shaPe form or
. ~not going to pull out until the
are over there, and I'm really fashion. but we gave Saddam Scott Sivills, sophomore educa· ~ war is over."
scared for them. I think it's Hussein a time limit. He ig· tion major from Cadiz:
• ·•
•
really important to support nored it, so we're defending ' '~I .,believe that President::R.bonda Stewart, junior math
them and let them know that ourselves by going to war. BU$b.\s doing the best that he - major from Benton, ru.:
·
we're behind them.
Therefore, I'm for it."
can ~right now. I don't think
" I think t hat if you're a prJ.
we're over there because of oil. I tester of the war, you're scareCi
Todd Logsdon, senior
organizational communications Jamee Dodson, undeclared believe our soldiers are over because you're scared to be over
major from Louisville:
freshman from Evansville, Ind.: there because Saddam Hussein there. But if you're a supporter
1
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PleaJe tell If you have couP,9n wh~n ordering

of the war, you're. defending
America 8.J!d our rights. And
our right is freedoDJ."
·
'
· · - 1·•
E ddie Allen, graduate student
from Fancy Farm:
, • .
" It's something that my
father, my gt·andfather and my
forefathers have fought for • my right to e~press my opinions
and ~e anythmg 1 want to be' my nght to bq frQJ3:·
"Fighting for, freedom is
fighting for freedom no matter
where it is.'',. . ••
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~ Army

offers qualified
wtlh good grades IChoJarahipe that pay
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,~ Econbmy aWai~$ . war results for upswing =

I
I

t'

By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Assistant News Editor

1

I
1

With news of American sue-

I cess over the skies of Iraq, the

! New

York Stock Exchange
celebrated its second largest
gain in history with a 114.6
jump. Oil also had its lowest~
• drop with $10.56 on the Mercantile Exchange.
, Wit h this action, economists '
1
and politicians are hoping the
war will boost the economy,
like previous crisis situations
have.
Larry Guin, an associate pro·
fe~sor of econ~mics a nd finance, bian oil fields.
sald the reactton on Wall S~reet
The market will continue to
to the war reflected two thmgs: do well, he said, at.least for the
the lift of uncertainty in the next couple of weeks.
Pe~·~ian Gulf and the lraq~'s in- , " A short w~ mi~ht boost the
a b1hty to a ttock the Saud1 Ar~; e<o~~~·~ ~:n sa1d.

I

I
I

He said through lower oil
prices the consumer will see
lower energy costs.
,
Along with the F eder a l
Reserve lowering the prime l~ nding ra te, lower energy cost s

I

could mean a boost to the hous·
ing industry.
However, Guin said the main
benefactors of the Persian Gulf
Wa r will not be the average
consumer, but the oil com· D

panies and defense contractors.
Even as the stock market fell
more than 17 points Monday,
Exxon, America's largeet oil
producer; McDonnel Douglas,
maker of the F -15 fighter; and

Ratheon, ma ker of the Patribt
anti-missile
missile all salw
•
I
game.
' 1
Because of the high fue1
prices last year and a decrea+e
m consumer travel, . t~e ~~g
loser ,coul~ be th~ arrhnc 1p·
dustry, satd Davtd Brasfiel?,
assistant professor of economirs
and_finance.
I
As events in the Gulf drag o~.
the high speculation of a quick
American victory will fade and
possibly erode the gains whiCh
the market saw so soon.
,
· Guin said the war in the Gulf
will be good for the economy on ·
1
ly if it remains short.
A prolonged battle he said
could drag the curr~nt l'ecea~
sion through the rest of the
year.

I

1
~CALENDAR

Friday Jan.25

--.

.

.....- .

~,..,

.

-

~

Saturday Jan. 26 ••

Synp•lum, *Staying Ahead of
Environmental Regulations In
the 1990's,• sponsored by Air
Products of Calvert City, 8:30
am. - 5 p.m. In the Currls
Center, Admission Is $10 In
advanoe, $20 at the door, cal
762·2584 for mo~ lnforma·
tion.

Sunday Jan.27

. .
&MI.-I, a slide end llcbn, • •

pi1Mntallon on China troml

~

t-

~ ll

•

•

'

9:30a.m. to 11:30Lm.,
adm1111on" $10, cal782-4158
tor more lnforinitlon. ' • w l I'
':.'(
;•l " .....
...

.

Tuesday Jan. 29
C.ne. community education
course In 35 mm photography
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. on
Tl.lllldays, $25 tee. call 762·
4159 for more Information.

EDIIIIt, 'How much Is that
dog In the window" by BFA
candldale Gina Carrigan, Clara
M. Eagle Gallefy, upper leYel,
4th floor Rne Arts Building
throughfeb.10.

l

•

Monday Jan. 2~

'

. ....

Wednesday Jan. 3D
MtM, "Young Guns u,· 3:30,
7 and 9:30p.m•• Currls Ctnter
theatre, $1 for the matinee,
$1.50 tor ltudenta. $2.50 for
others It the Mtllng allows.

~

t

'
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I·•

.
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~
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. .
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R....... open creative writing
reldlog at 3:30tf~Jm. ln room
103 of Faculty I, spoMored
by the~ Students
Organlzat , bring self·
wrltten poetry, fk:tlon,aongs
and drlma to react.

EdiM, Rubbef band
sculptures by Horace
Copeland and functional
deaigft and metalamltblng by
Kart Flood In the Currts Center
galle!y through Feb. 10.

'

.

C..,.. IJIIIII, 8 p.m., LoYett
Auditorium, admlalon Is $5
for adults, $3.50 for senior
dtlzltnl, $2.50 tor chlld~n•
caii78N288 tor rtseMtlons
and Information.

Calendar lnformallen
The calendar lists eventi.of
general Interest to the Unflll!i"·
stty community. To place ~•r
actlv!tvonthecalendar, stop!y
1M Murny Stlte News otftce
(111 Wilson Hal~ and complete
a calendar form. Deadllne ~or
calendar sobmlsslons is noon
Monday prlo' to tile Fotda~
aue•
The Mu'rny Smte News
Mftta as space allows.
e
Mlws Ia not responsible f~
events or Information lis In
thla calendar.
(502)782-4468
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Thursday Jan.31

·,

i

"
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~~Jd;~ We are broadening our horizons with our new

THE MANE EVENT

~

1beM~State News

HAIR ' DESIGNS.<
Spring is coming soon,
•

tt .

t

SC?

,/

let's .~~~
· ·1~:,'
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:'t' ~

f

•

•

1111

•

\

..

ready!

The Order of
ow accepting
applicatio .~L-6c~
m
the Spring
of 1991.
llowing crite must De met
prior to
application being nsidered:

''."'~l-'4-tt

Our team at The Mane Event can design·ii new haircut for; you! ~If that-doesn't scare away the·winter blues,
let us introdlice to you our new color system GOLDWELL.
We could add some shine, add some depth, or even cover
that gray!
t
Also, we offer Wolf Tanning Bed services at the low
price of $15 for 10 visits (30 minute sessions)!!!

75 cumulative grade point verage
*Junior or Senior status
'
--~·- leadership in their Greek organization

GOLDWELL-

REDKEN
UniYers~

App

Square • 305 N. 12th St.

one bloCK

Counseli
Office.
later T.-.~...... jJj):b;j~[lfJ~

trom C8f11)US
Monday ~ Saturday
'
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POUCEBEAT
Jan. 17

1:53 a.m. - A report was received of subjects running
across hoods of cars in the Curris Center parking lot.

Students from Mid East
get support on campus
By LEIGH LANDINI
Ass1stant News Editor

Jan. 16

'

As the situation in the Middle
East continues to dominate the
minds of everyone, the small
number of Middle Eastern
students on the Murray State
University campus have a place
Jan. 14
to turn for emotional support if
2:32 a.m. - A student reported unusual sounds originating
needed.
from the rear loading dock of the Curris Center.
Ruth Jackson, director of the
2:37 a.m. - An officer dispatched to the Curris Center
Center for International Proreported that t he noises seemed to be originating from the
grams, said there are very few
gameroom and it may have been some type of a pipe.
students from the Gulf on the
campus, and the center has
Jan. 9
tried to offer assistance to the
2:44 p.m. - A theft of a stereo and Nintendo game system
students in dealing with the
was reported from Franklin Hall.
tense situation.
lnfof7!1.ation for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
"Because of the fact that the
Leigh lAndini, assistant news editor, from materials
number is so small, the counselauailable to the public from the public safety office.
ing is primarily on a one-to-one
..__--------:--------,~-,.----__J basis," Jackson said.
1:07 a.m. - A fight was reported behind Franklin Hall.
1:23 -Tom Riley, manager of Domino's Pizza, reported
four pizzas were stolen from one of his driver's cars at Richmond Hall.

'

With the highly personal
nature of the situation to this
small group of students, they
have requested t hat they not be
bothered by the news media.
",All of these students seem to
be concerned with avoiding
talking about it because they
are worried a bout t h eir
families," Jackson said.
H~wever, Jackson said the
students have found several
ways to vent their emotional
worries.
Even though the FBI has
questioned Middle Eastern
students in an identification effort and avert the threat of
Moslem terrorism.
However, this is not really an
issue that concerns Murray
State, Jackson said.

..

PEACE SIGN.
As protests occur, people begin to express their opinions. But, no matter which view, support for the troops Is
a common met~a~~ge.

MMMMM ...

HO:ME
COOKING
I

Welcome Back.
Hope your holiday was great!
Now for all your jewelry needs see

J.T.
Lee
Jeweler

24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK

OJ~~
~Jt!J,{[[Jy

~~

Dixieland Center .'759--1141
Monday- Friday l Qa.m.- 6 p.m.

901 Coldwater Rd.

•

(Beside The Tropics, fonnerly Thtzesa's)

*Qualified students are matched witll
employers' needs
*Employers do the interviewing and
hiring

*Students are paid the prevailing
wage rate for each position guaranteed to be at least
. .
minimum wage
*Any majors ·

E,ligiblity requirements: Kentucky residents, 2.0 cumulative GPA

Kindergarten
Cop

(PG)

Thursday is
MSU Night!

-- .
We're looking for seniors who like
working with an ~ds ofhardware.
Careers in data processing, accounting, actuarial, and auditing at State Farm.

•

_.

I

At State Farm, we understand the concept of "wor~' Believe it or not, we also understand the
concept of "play~'
Thats because we don't think you can be really outstanding at the frrst without having an
appreciation for the second. Which is exactly why a career at State Fann in Bloonlington could be the
ideal place for you.
.
'You'll work for one of the country's most respected companies on the most arlYanced computer
equipment in the industry. You'll be challenged and stimulated. You'll be rewarded with excellent pay
and benefits. You'll make your classmates very envious.
Whats more, you'll also have time to appreciate the fmer thlngs in life. Thats because Bloomington isn't just a great place to start a career, it's a great place to live, to enjoy, to start a family (if,
indeed, you're ready to start thinking about that). In addition to the community s pleasant neighborhoods, inviting parks, and other recreational facilities, you'll fmd two universities that uffer a host of
cultural and social activities to take advantage of.
Ifyou're a senior with a math, accowlting, data processing, nAn •A••
or computer science background, come talk to us at your
college placement office. We're looking for people who are
motivated and outgoing. People who enjoy challenges on the
... suaANc~
job - and away from it After all, you're not just looking for a Home Offices: Bloomington, illinois.
great job. l:bu're looking for a great way of life.
An equal opportunity employer.

State Farm

Insurance
Companies

-Murray, State News
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Allied
Military
present with war Deaths in
Vietnam
&1!ects
I

By JENNIFER JENKINS

Bud Kuhn will never forget the N ortb. Vietnamese ~an ,. teach the war to a civilian class.
he tried to kill on the Ho Chi Minh Trail.
.
"' don't know that people can discuss Vietnam, how it
~·
While flying a B-52 to assees the accuracy of target ~ta ,: individualaoldier or~" he said. "'Peo~le have to e:r.penence 1t.
in North Vietnam he spotted the enem.y on the ground be- There is a comradeship that you can't get m any other way.
low. Armed on.J;y ~than M-16 Kuhn shot with the inten- 1 -Being in danger together makes people close and makes them
tion to kill for the first - and oniy- time in his life.
. 1 £ forget how stupid war is."
"He was just a little North Vietnamese man: he said. "' don't #, Kuhn said he is waiting to hear,President Bush ~Y '1le ~ seen
know if I hit him or not."
• •J
the light at the end of the tunnel, a phrase often coined durmg the
Although he said Vietnam seems like a dream now, • Vietnam ~ars:
..
.
.
1
the asaociate profesaor of political science is again And while he 18 watting, the V1etnam vet who displays photos ofB1 being slapped with the reality of war. The deepj~ . 52& on. his office wall will be hoping for a quick and peaceful
foliage of Vietnam has given away to the hot desert ~~ '•J"esolution.
of Operation Desert Storm~i but Kuhn said the horror of" -rhe ~thing ~t could happen is t:o get this over in a h~. If
con:tlict is the same.
. ~ \ we don t, ~m afraid m,ore and more differences between this and
' '
Having retired only three years ago after SO years m the 'Vietnam will go away.
Air Force, he said he cannot help but see similarities in the I~"'Hi
• II k
two wars.
t' storaca 00
WWe un~restima~d the No~ Vietnamese and w~t ~Y n Roy Hatton, a profesaor who teaches military history, said simido wtth what little they had. And now rm afrmd were larities between the Vietnam War and Operation Desert Storm do
doing the same thing with Iraq," he said. -rhe exist, "'but on.J;y in the sense that we don't go into it (war) with clear
North Vi~tnamese could Joake a lethal we!lpon out ~ pbjectives.
sharpened sticks, and a 15~ar-old boy fighting for •his • -we didn't know what we were fighting for in Vietnam," he said.
" •And we don't know why we are here either."
homeland can be a tough fighter."
And like Vietnam, Kuhn said no one can pinpoint the matn ~ And Hatton said we nave entered a family feud for the second
reason why the United States has intervened once again in a Ftime ~history.
'
~· hostile region of the world.
• .
~ ~ WWe're into aometb.ing we shouldn't be in," he said.
A di.ft'erence between then and now is that in V~etnam, there was
"Nobody really kriitw what !We were ~ to get out of
that war. Itkept changing," he said, and now ~eykeip agradualbuild-up he said butnow PreaidentBushistryingtoact
fumbling around to find reasons that fit a cross-section pf quickly. However: he
both ~eta resulted from the preaiAme?ca.~
.
.
.
.
dent's power as Commander in Chiefofthe military.
Kuhn 88ld his mam problem 18 that he thinks the U.S. mvolve- '1Juahdoesn'twanttomakethemistakesmadein Vietnam, buthe
ment in the Middle East is ~ng:
,. • might," Hatton said.
"They thought they could wm qw.cklY, but rm not so sure we can, " Also Hatton said desert war is different from the jungle war of
he said. "But I want us to win this~ now that we are there. Not 'iVJ.eau:m and terrains make a difference in the type of warfare.
like V~etna.m, after killing ~ lot o~ p ple ~or no reason." .
. • 1n addition, he said the press- sometimes blamed for the loss of the
Kuhn remembers the bad times, like e time a group of"friendlies If war in Vietnam- is being more rigidly controlled by the administrawere mistaken for "not friendlies" ~bombed. And he remem~ l':tion.
themeninhisoutfitwhonevermade~thome.Andthewaythebirda '!' Although many are comparing Vietnam to the current crisis,
got quiet before a bomb hit, and aftetwards, how the ~W).d woul~.Hatton compares the Vietnam War to another era of American
shake and shake.
YA history.
1
But some ofthe worst times, he sai<\1 did not happen in the jungles "'sometimes in military history compare Vietnam to the American.,.
of Vietnam, but back in the United States.
Revolution," he said. -rhen the English won b$ttlee butlost the war.
"We had a fear of wearing our ~rm when we came home," bel!" There (Vietnam) we'wonb;ttlesbutlostthewar.Here,Idon'tknow
said. Today's protests have him eQ.u4lly worried.
·
m what will happe;,_"
"A person has a right to protest. We stand by that," he said. "'just
h?pe people realize that what they
protesting today will~; Vet ,counseling M ~
different than what they are protesting tomorrow.
For those veterans who need counseling local options are
"Soon they will be turning on the friendS and familymembeis wh~vail~ble.
'
are risking their lives ... The protests won't bring the troops home.'
William' Allbritten, director of the Counseling and Te~
Kuhn said he realizes that people ~ignorant now, about ~hy Center on campus, aald: counseling is available for veterans
we are in the Middle East u
eD as the reaaons behind at the center, although there is not a formal support group. In
Vietnam. Part of the problem, he said, is the hesitancy of people addition, Allbritten said the center is available for families
to talk about the Vietnam yeara.
and friends of troops in the Middle East who may need
.Ai0:::-.4''"............. he isa ~teran, he said he ~d not someone to talk to during these tumultuous times.

United States
Deaths from
hostile action

46,498
Deaths from
other causes

g

•

•

•

•
•

said

10 ,388
Missing and
P.resumed dead

71 9
Subtotal

= 57,605

South Vietnam
220,357

Korea
4,40 7

at:'

+

35 1

,.

Total
283,189
Issues of '60s
focus of films
For many Americans, the
1960s were a time of
political turmoil, social
rebellion and unanswered
questions.
PBS addressed many of
those questions in Making
Sense of the Sixties, a six·
hour series that aired
Monday , Tuesday and
Wednesday nights.
Producers of the series .
said its intentions were
not to give viewers a
history lesson or sense of
nostalgia . Instead, the
special tried to examine
the era's causes, issues
and legacies through the
experiences of about l'oo
people.
The coverage ranged
from racial riots to Viet·
nam , flower children to
women's rights advocates. ,

Illustration by MARK ADAMS

Robin Hood

A SUCE OF LIFE

Steven Riley is the artist behind
" Robin Hood," a new comic strip
which will run for the first time in the
Feb. 1 Campus life section of The

Murray S tate N ews.
Riley, a sophomore art major from
Martin, Tenn., began doing the strip
when he was 10.
"I was a little kid bored in church
one day, and I drew him," Riley said.
The new strip centers around the
character Robin Hood and his antics
with Fr iar Tuck and the Merry Men.
The bottom line, Riley said, is that
Robin Hood is "a nut."

Coup .Uempt

A character from Robin Hood

Five Murray State University students exp,cting a mission of peace found themselves
caught in a military coup attempt in Haiti during Christmas break.
The students from Murray Christian
Fellowship saw burning stores and rioting
mobs during a portion of their two-week trip.
Despite the chaos, the students said it is
not the violence they will recall, out .the
sweetness of the people.
See story ~ge 9

Copi ng with war

Sign of the t lm u

'

What are some ways to cope with
Jane Isaac is sending a message of
the stress of war?
peace to seventh floor residents of
Experts in psychiatry recommend Regents Hall.
sharing feelings with family and
The English major from
friends, joining support groups, atten- Caruthersville, Mo., has painted a
ding religious organization programs peace symbol in the residence hall ifl'
and staying physically active, accor- the hopes of making others question
ding to a health article in the Jan. 22 United States involvement in the MidCourier-Journal.
die East.
In the article, psychiatrist Robert
"I have always believed In peace,"
Greenberg advises people to join she said. "Any type of violence Ia not
together for a mutual support an answer for a lack of communlcasystem and share personal feelings tlon between people and countries.
and experiences in both formal and
"In any situation, war should be the
informal situations.
last resort."
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Missionaries see love, war
By KRISTIE HELMS
Assistant Campus Ufe Editor

Christmas has traditionally
been the season of giving.
However, this season five Murray State University students
gave something worth more
U'ian any mall could offer.
Chosen by t he Murray Christian Fellowship, an interdenominational student
ministry, these students performed ·missionary work in
Haiti for two weeks of their
Christmas break .
''While we were there, we
taught bible school, helped out
at the mission any way we
could, and the guys in the group
helped to build a road," said
Mary Lyn Clark, a sophomore
n.'u r s i n g m a j o r f r o m
Madisonville.
The students experienced

more than they expected on
their trip. The group was forced
to stay one day longer than
planned because of a coup by
the Haitians.
"We were sitting around one
night and heard what we
thought were firecrackers,"
Clark said. "We didn't really
know what was going on."
The students saw aftereffects
of the coup on their way to the
airport once it reopened.
"We saw just thousands of
people; there were crowds
everywhere," said Mike
Muller, a senior wildlife biology
meJor from Evansville, Ind. "A
group of 400 people ran in front
of our hotel carrying clubs and
sticks."
However. the violence, which
the students were near, is not
the main thing they will

remember from their trip, said
Dean Ross, a sponsor from the
Murray Fellowship Center who
traveled with the students.
"What t h ey s a w an d
remembered was the love and
help of the children,'' he said.
"They will remember the
sweetness of the people."
"They really are special in
their own way," said Penny
Eastridge, a sophomore
business education meJor from
Madisonville.
The childr en in H aiti
especially impressed the Murray State students, they said.
"There was one little boy at
the bible school who made a
truck out of what we would call
junk, like a piece of tin and
some rubber," Eastridge said.
"They're very grateful people,
and they have a lot of hope."

"The kids are so bright and
nappy," said Guy Pierce, a
senior elementary education
ms.j4)r from Nashville, Tenn.
1
' When I look at t he situation
that they're in and see how happy they are, it's just amazing.
"We stayed behind one day to
help out at t he mission and we
~aM this noise. When we went
to ~ what it was, we found
t his little boy sweeping the
floor," Pierce said. " Nobody
had 't old him to do it, he said he
just wanted to help.''
There was no set criteria in
choosing the students for the
trip~ Ross said.
In addition to C l ark, · • •
Eastridge, Muller and Pierce,
Photo furnished by MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
another student, Troy Brock,
who·did not return to Murray • ~:»enny Eastridge, a sophomore business education major from
State this semester, traveled Madisonville, taught nutrition and Bible school to Haiti children
wit4:.the group.
· during the mission .
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6 Pair

Silver heart~- $4.95
SUver panda ttngs- $5.95
Gold panda rin~- $24.95

I

COURT SQUARE

1

%with this coupon

1

115 s. 41h St.

753-8811

Dress &Casual ., ---

$29.95
P(ji\

Pangburn's Candy

I
I

*includes aU nut, mllllonaires ,
assorted and soft centered.
Excludes all Valentine candy
coupon good Jan. 25 - Feb. 2

no:[;~ng

~
'\

~taurant

Ope_n 7 tlmis a uJt£t
--= /
Su.rufay • :Frilfay 11 a.m. -9:30p.m.

- FUIL FRAMING AND MATnNG SERVICES
-VACUUM MOUNriNG
rr •
- ARI' SUPPLms
•· -SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOME
- LAYAWAY

Saturrfay 4:30 p.m. · 9:30p.m.
Lwfwm Special
Surufe 'Buffet
Motulay · :Frjday
11 a.m. · 2 p.m.
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
$5.75 p(us ta.t.
$3.10 p{u.s ta.t.

B

)

ATO house

CtJUrilta mtetittp, 'Wdtlitca parties an4'.BIJIIIIIUIS u.pqn nqu.ut.

753-9419

!Also a.rJailll6u CJJTTY·OU.IS.

1409 Main Street - next to Owens \

%

753-0017

Standout in
the crowd.

Cdi 753-4488
. 641 7Wrth.

1

GIVE BLOOD.
Wednesday, Jan. 30 and Thursday, Jan. 31
Curris Center Banquet Room 2
10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
•Free T-shirt and Refreshments
"$100 to organization that recruits the
most donors.

NEW

1417 Oliive
next dloor to Fliex...Ji.t Gym
Republic now has a convenient drive-up auto~ted
teller machine <A1M). Combine that with a Republic checking
or savings account (like our no fee Carefree Olecldng) and
you can get cash in a flash, 24 hours a day.
Republic Savings Bank is a member of both the
QUEST and Plus System ATM networks giving you access to
your money locally and around the world.

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank

A Co1nplete CoDJic Store

1201 Main Street
759-1630

DACK ISSUES • CURREN T TITLES • COMI C SUPPLIES
ROLE PLAYING GAMES • SPOR TS CARDS
I

A{fi/iQtftl with tilt statt'Wilk Republic group of br'"ks and firttmdtllsmna comprmin.
Bagdad • Benton• BowUng Green • Elizabethtown • Ftankiort• l..exington• ~· Mayfield
Murray•Owensboro• Paducah• Shelbyvi.Ue

'

Open 6 Days A Week
Monday-Saturday

753-0920
..

1
I
I
1
1

L!=~~~~~~~-----!~~~!J ~

-.

only

16th & Main next to the

:
I
I

LADIES' SHOES
FACTORY
DISCOUNT SHOES

1

! Disc'!unt Pharmacy .!
~ 25
~

1¥-'a

~ Innum's Jewe~TYt

SPECIAL

1
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AROUND CAMPUS
Fraternity rush begins
Although spring fraternity rush officially ended Thursday,
those who missed the deadline will be given another chance
to register, Doug Lawson, co-ordinator of rush for the Interfraternity Council, said.
Rushees will be able to sign up in the Curris Center Mon·
day and Thursday from 5 p.m:*until 8 p.m.
"We scheduled those two days so that anybody who still
wants to join up can, or if a guy has been going to the rush
parties he will still have a chance to register,'' Lawson said.
An estimated 150 rushees are expected to register, topping
the number that signed up for fall rush, Lawson said.
"I think we'll have more because this semester I put up bigger and brighter posters, that will hopefully get the guys in,"
he said.
Rush activities will begin with an all Greek assembly in
the Curris Center Monday.

Smith returns to MSU
After an absence from Murray State University because of
an accident that left her paralyzed from the waist down, Carrie Smith, a senior elementary education major from Cape
Girardeau, Mo., is back on campus.
"It's great to be back," Smith said. "I was bored to tears at
home because I know at lot more people here than I do there.
Everybody at home has graduated, gotten married or moved
off."
Since returning, Smith has become involved with the Student Government Association's committee on handicap accessibility in addition to her position as senator of the College
of Education.
"We're working on things like getting chair lifts in Carr
Health so people who are handicapped can get to the weight
room," Smith said. .
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Celebration keeps
King's dream alive
By SHAWN LOCKMAN
Staff Writer

At a time when the United
States is fighting for the liberation of Kuwait in the Middle
East, a holiday honoring a man
who fought for a different kind
of liberation, by peaceful
means, was observed by
students and faculty of Murray
State University Monday
night.
A candlelight march honoring Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
was held on campus. The march
began at 5 p.m. in front of Ordway Hall with marchers !fing·
ing old hymns and spirituals as
they walked. The marchers
headed south in front of Wilson
Hall and Sparks Hall then
turned west in front of
Oakhurst and then north going
to five points in Murray. The
last leg of the march he$ded
east with the stopping point being the Curris Center.
,
At 6 p.m. a program was held
in the Curtis Center Theater.
The bulk of the program was
comprised of a speech bY.
Regina Parham, a guidance
counselor at Wassom Middle
School in Fort Campbell.
Parham wasted no time

speaking about the
achievements King made in his
lifetime.
"Because he lived, because he
dreamed and because be died,
all over America today men,
women and little children will
link hands and reap hope in a
national holiday for Dr. King,
who was the grandson of a
former slave and who rose to
spiritual heights attained by
very few mortals," she said.
Parham challenged the audience to follow the example set
by King.
"It is not enough just to
celebrate Dr. King." she said
"We must each assume a per·
sonal responsibility to vin·
dicate him by letting his light
shine through our lives and letting the dream continue.
"I believe tonight that if we
as a people don't stand for
something, we will fall for
anything,'' she said.
In the speech Parham said
she believed King would want
people to address issues like
AIDS, the homeless and the
comforting of those who have a
loved one fighting in the Middle
East.
Parham said while great pro-

Photo by TRENT REDMOND
Regina Parham, a guidance counselor at Wassom Middle School
In Ft. Campbell, spoke on the achievements of Dr. Martin Luther
King during the candlelight march.

gress had been made in the
strive for racial equality in the
United States, the ideas and
dreams of King must be kept
alive.
"We can't stop. We must keep
on keeping on. We must continue to bring to others the gift
that Dr. King brought to us.
The gift of vision. The gift of

passion and the gift of truth,"
she said.
One of the marchers, Brian
Clardy, a graduate student in
public affairs from South
Fulton, Tenn., said observing a
man's national holiday involves more than just
celebrating the man.

'Lights' begins
with search for
tropical secret

II

By ALYSSA HARVEY
Staff Writer
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Imagine a musical that total·
ly relies on student participa·
tion. It is student-produced,
student-directed, musically arranged by students, written by
students and performed by
students.
The musical is Campus
Lights, which in its 54th year is
considered to be the longestrunning, student-produced
musical in the mid-South.
Jeff Holden~· a senior vOcal
music major from Mount Ver·
non, Ind., and student director
of the annual show, said this
year's theme, "Trouble in the
Tropics," will make people
think about the commercialization of music.
Holden said the plot of this
year's production centers
around a magical secret which
is being protected by the
natives of the island.
This is Holden's third and
final year as Campus Lights'
director. He was elected by two
professional fraternities, Sigma
Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha,
who sponsor the event at Murray State University.
The 40-member cast is a mixture of Murray State. students
in music and non-music areas.
Friendship and the chance to
meet new people are the
reasons some students par·
ticipate in Campus Lights.
Karen Johnson, a senior
music education major from
Ledbetter, said performing in
Cam~)US Lif(hts is fun.
"You get to .meet new people
that you normally don't see,"
she said.
Melvin Bishop, a senior
elementary education major
from Louisville, said he loves
working with Campus Lights.
"It's . way to have fun on
stage. Being in a music frater·
nity (Phi Mu Alpha) made me
want to participate,'' he said.
Besides playing the king of
the natives, Bishop is writing
for the show for the third time.
He is also chairman of the
board of producers. He said
Campus Lights has given him a
lot of respect for the show.
"Campus Lights gives people
something to rely on and for the
community to come to. It opens
people's minds to the arts. I
hope everyone will come to the
show and e)\joy it," Bishop said.
Campus Lights will begin
Thursday, Jan. 31, and run
through Sunday, Feb. 3. It will
be shown at 8 p.m. Thursday
through Saturday, and 3 p.m.
on Sunday. Ticket prices are $5
for adults, $3.50 for senior
citizens and $2.50 for students
and children ages 3 and older.
Children under 3 are admitted
free .
, Proceeds from ticket sales
will be used for four-year
scholarships for incoming
freshmen.
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ather gets relief in crisis
...

'ta!f Wrllar

Qr.•Joseph Chaney, professor

the criminal justice depart1\ent. is almoHt able to relax
hen he watches television and
~ars news about the war
$~a use he k nows his son Joe is
fe and nway from the line of
rc i n Saudi Arabia .
[l)ue to an injury received ip
udi Arabia, his gon is back in
he United States.
Cpl. J oseph Chnney Til joined
he Marine ReJ?erves upon
Joseph Chaney 111
aduation from high school.
c- e com~leted boot can;p and
Whl)t is known as a frost call,
oas f'tnt 1oned at Fort Knox to Which meant that he had to be
e~rn t:ow to w01·k with tanks , te~dy to leave at any time
v1th hts group, the 8th Tank w1thin a 24-hour notice "
attalion.
.
Chaney said. "The weeke~d
After graduation he devo~ed before Thanksgiving, normally
ene weekt•nd a month to dnlls scheduled for routine drills Joe
and two weeks during the year was notified that his batt~lion
for specialized lr ai ning. He had been activated."
begun studies nt MSU in the
The younger Chaney reported
spring of 1989 majoring in to Fort Knox and was then movcrimi!'nl justice with a minor in ed to Camp Lejeune, a Marine
Spamsh.
,
base in North Carolina. While
" In AuguAt, Joe received he was there, be went through

three weeks of intensive tr aining. On Dec. 19, he was sent to
Saudi Arabia and deployed to a
camp relatively close to the
Kuwaiti border.
"On the 9th or lOth of Jan.,
t he Today show bad a special
about Joe's battalion, and we
began to get really worried,''
Chaney said. "CNN indicated
that his unit was a stone's
throw from the border, and
Joe's group bad moved up.
"When Joe sent us another
letter, be confirmed it," Chaney
said. "He also told us t hat they
received one shower every 12
days and sometimes only one
meal a day due to a poor
supply." ,
When the bombing began, the
Chaney family's last news was
Joe was in the front.
"I was in class on the 18th (of
January) when a st u dent
worker told me that Joe was in
a hospital in Frankfurt, Ger many, and for me to call his
grandparents for mor e information," Chaney said.

T.J. 's fjar-B-Q

~

"When I called, they told me
that Joe had been in a Saudi
Arabian hospital for approximately 10 days and had not
seen any action. Joe was supposed to call us back that night,
but he didn't," Chaney said.
On Jan. 22, he was taken to
Scott Air Force Base in St.
Louis. He was transferred to
Wright-Patterson Air Force

The place ain't fancy,
but It sure is good food!
;

~T~J . 's ·

Bar-B-Q

Chestnut Street

inChaneys
Dayton, were
Ohio,informed
on Jan : . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
Base
23.
The
his right pectoral muscle would
be reattached to his ribcage and
a severely infected lymph node
removed.
"Joe isn't sure what happen·
ed. His explanation for us was
that he was standing on his
tank and jumped up and grabbed an incoming Scud missile,"
Chaney said. "From a selfish
point of view, I'm hopeful that
it is serious enough that it will
require lengthy recuperation
and convalescence.
"We have shared an experience that we wouldn't wish
on anybody."
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WELCOME BACK;
STUDENTS

Welcome
-Back
Students

Students welcome back to
Murray State!
The University Bookstore,
located on the main level
of the Curris Center, offers
great deals on everything
from books and notebooks .
to Greek supplies and great
souvenirs. Stop in and
check us out.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

from
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Handsome tuxedos
andfor'mals
for all
your special
•
occaszons.
Look your best,
visit ... ..
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121 By Pass
753 - 4541

---Film Times:

Curris Center Theater
Jan. ·'Jo·
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3:30 p.m. - all tickets $1· . . ... - ..
7 & 9:30 p.m. - all tickets with- MSU ID $1.50
- tickets without MSU ID $2.50
All film dates subject to change
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ARTS &"jENTERTAINMENT

·'Sticks' features
Kentucky artists
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer

Walking sticks no longer go
about the traditional straight ,.
and curved figure . Now
designers from different
backgrounds have displayed
unusual figures, such as
snakes, birds and alligators
eating women.
Larry Hackley, curator of the
handmade walking sticks,
showed his exhibition in the
Clara Eagle Gallery · and lectured about his walking sticks
Friday, Jan. 18, at 7:30p.m.
Hackley, of North Mid:
dletown, taught at Kentucky
State University. He was an art
dealer for 10 years and
freelanced for galleries 12
years. He was trained as a
sculptor, and he sought folk ar. tists and promoted their art
forms.
Hackley said he put emphasis
on the patterns he discovered in
this particular sampling of
walking sticks from
stickmakers across the country.
"Our original research quickly lead us to understand that
there are all forms out there,"
Hackley said.
Hackley said he decided to ·

MAIN EVENTS
MSU presents Scott F.estival

focus on an immediate area he
could get to quickly, which was
Kentucky.
" We discovered that the
typica l Kentucky-living
stickmaker grew up on a small
farm, a subsistence farm in
Kentucky, approximately 70
years ago. They have not moved
far from where they were
born,'' Hackley said.
Hackley said most of their ex· -.
perience as a carver occurred
after they retired.
"They need something to occupy their time," Hackley said.
"So they busy themselves doing
something useful that will
some way create a sense of in·
terest in them."
Hackley said the wood which
is easiest to use in carving their
sticks is cedar, and popular and
pine are the second most common kind.
Hackley said one of the most
interest i ng things about
carvers is their classic arts:
wooden chains, miniature
chairs, replica of tools,
miniature replica of tools, log
cabiBS, miniature marbles of
old time buildings and dancing Clara M. Eagle Gallery features a handmade walking ttlcka ex·
hibltlon In a variety of shapes and patterns.
dolls.
.,

.

Murray State University presented "A Scott Festival: Sir
Walter Scott in Art and Literature" Jan. 16-18. The fest ival
included di8CU88ions of Scott's novels and poetry, the movie
"Ivanhoe" and addresees on "Scott and Art" which focused
on Philis Alvic's exhibition of woven wall panels which are
based on Scott's poem, "Lady of the Lake." Alvic's show is on
display in Wrather West Kentucky Museum until March 2.
The festival was sponsored by the Calloway County Public
Library, Wrather West Kentucky Museum and MW'l"ay
State's Department of English. It was funded in part by a
grant from the Kentucky Humanities Council and The National Endowment for Humanities.
Sally Alexander, museum registrar, said the festival
brought a different culture to the campus. "We try to have
di~pl ays that are of interest to a lot of different people," she
satd.

Landscapes focus of exhibition
Randy Simmons' master of arts exhibition on display in the
Clara M . Eagle Gallery until Jan. 27 features large t~-""'
dimensional graphite drawings of landscapes.
"For me drawing is a strong point,'' he said. " I feel comfortable with color but I feel my ideas can be translated better in
graphite."
Simmons said his drawings are influenced by ordinary
things, such as fence posts, furrowed ground, and old tires he
sees along the countryside while jogging. " I can't help but do
landscapes because of the area I live in," he said. "In the
rural environment, I'm influenced by the things that I see."
Simmons said it takes an average of 60 to 80 hours to produce a drawing with the largest one taking more than 200
hours.
While drawing, Simmons said he keeps a tape recorder by
his side. "I like to listen to music while I draw," he said. " I
think every art person is a Beatie fan."
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TECH MAJORS

3.0 =$30,000 '

If you're holding a grade point average of
3.0 or higher you may be eligible for up to
Sl,lOO a month plus bonuses, while you're
still a student, through the Navy Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate Program.
If you meet the requirements outlined
below you could get your start in nuclear
power where nuclear power got started -the Navy.
• United States citizen.
• Have completed sophomore year,
majoring in engineering, math, physics
·or chemistry.
• Minimum 3.0 GPA.
• Have completed one year of calculus
and calculus-based physics.
• No morf' than 26 Y2 yean old at time
of commissioning.
• M~et Na"'Y's physical standards.

For more information
1-800-777-NAVY

can:

A'tTV QFFJPiE'D You and the Navy.
N...tl.l'
.1
\:.;A:.I!in. Full Speed Ahead.

Omicron Delta Kappa
?{ptUmaf Uaiftrsfdp !HinuJr S«Uty

tUtturradtUthlcaca•ll•'lll'lllt. .W--altai•
.
iDFti.IB--II·UIII£..........
Wdll1illltliiiiiii-Q1:1:11:.........

BpziDC 1881

The membership cemmiuee of Omicton Delta Kappa is now
considering qualified students for membership. The prellininary
requirements which must be met for a student to be eligible for
consideration for election are:
A. Rank in the upper 35% of the class
B. Junior or Senior standing
C. One semester in residence at Mmray State
D. Have attained special distinction in one or more of the five
phases of campus life
1. scholarship
2. athletics
3. social service and religious activities and campus government
4. journalism, speech and the mass media
5. creative and performing arts

m

Interested students should pJck up an applntt.nn Corm In Room 'JIJ7-B the
BuSiness Bu.Udtng or at the Information Desk In the Cun1a Center.
An fortn9must be returned by~. Feb. 15, to nxm 207-B In the Rnstrv;:aa
Building.

L~!l
Welcome Back MSU Students
Come by Flex-It Gym and see
what we have to offer.
• Pin Selector Equipment
• Free Weights
• Lifecycle Stationary Bikes

NO
CONTRACT
$25 A MONTH
Reserved Seat Tickets Go On Sole TOMORROW (January 26) at •The SIU Arena Special Events
Ticket Office and All Area Disc Jockey Stores •the Student (enter •Country Fair (Carbondale)
•Skaggs Electric {Harrisburg) •Sheehy's Foodland (Marion}•Chorge By Phone 618-453-5341
•line Reservation Cards At The Arena Start at 8:00a.m
A lEAVER PRODUCTION

Hours:
Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

• Personal Training
• Diet Consulting
•Comfortable Atmosphere

STUDENT SPECIAL
SEMESTER
RATE $80

7 a.m. - 10 p.m.
7 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
noon- 6p.m.

• SemiJter nte prorated bimontbly4l

1413 Olive Blvd.
'

759-4955
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SPORTS ·
MSU begins tough road trip

'

Racers win
three events
at SIU meet

By MIKE PADUANO
Sports Editor

Newton not upset
with recent losses

With a 3-1 Ohio Valley Conference record, the
Racers face the most important stretch of the
season with three consecutive conference road
games.
This weekend MSU travels to Eastern KenWith all of the national preseason publici·
tucky and Morehead State to face two conference
ty given to the Racers in magazines, polls
foes who gave them trouble last year .
"This road swing is going to be very important
and by experts, fan's expectations for the
1990-91 MSU basketball team may have
in the final outcome," head coach Steve Newton
been set too high.
said. " In our three championship years, we have
Despite going 8-6 over their last 14 games,
played extremely well at Morehead and Eastern.
head coach Steve Newton said his team's
One of the problema for the Racers this season
performance has not been a disappointment,
has been their inability to win on the road. MSU
thus far.
has dropped five of seven games in oppuucnts
"We always hoped to go undefeated, but
buildings, the most recent at Georgia Southern
Jan. 8.
realistically its difficult to do that, especial· • r-.
ly in conference play," Newton said.
Eastern, whom the Racers face 6:30p.m. Saturday, came within a minute of keeping the Racers
The lack of excitement and crowd noise
has not gone unnoticed by Newton.
out of the NCAA's in the OVC tournament
"Somet imes complacency develops in your
championship game, succumbing to a late Racer
support groups," Newton said. ''People take
surge, 64-57. The Colonels also came close to
you for granted."
upseting the Racers in conference play in a 75-69
Despite recent setbacks, Newton still has
loss at Richmond.
faith in his'team.
Led by a quintet of double-figure scorers, the,
" We're still very positive," he said.
Colonels are now a serious contender for the ·
OVC crown with a 10-7 record (3·1 in conference
play) and are t ied for second-place in the OVC
with the Racers.
One thing the Racers do not have to worry team is impr oving.
about is the "mongoose!'
" Our basketball team is moving towards peakFor those who don' t r e member, the ing at the right time," Newton said. "This team
" mongoose" was a stall offense that EKU coach has yet to play completely to its full potential.
Mike Pollio installed during last season. The
The Racer s stumbled through Christmas break
system kept ga mes close, but often held scores in
dropping ga mes to to Wright State, Kansas
the 50's and 40's.
State, North Alaba ma, and Georgia Southern.
"They have shelved the mongoose because it
The Racers suffered their only OVC loss last
wasn't successful for them in terms of their
Sa turday to Tennessee State, the conference
overa ll record and winning the conference,"
perenial cellar-dweller .
Newton said.
Newton was not suprised that TSU was
Monday night the Racers will face Morehead competetive.
St ate in their second of four-straight road games.
"I see our conference evolving into just about
what we envsioned, str ong from top to bottom,"
The Racers suffered one of their two conference
Newton said. "Tennessee State played a career
losses at Morehead, 81-79.
game. They just shot the lights out."
The Eagles are currently~ with a 1·3 OVC
Newton said th at the team's intensity a nd
mark. The Eagles are led by Rod Mitchell, who
strong defense helped the _R acers pull away from
averages 16.3 points and 9.8 rebounds.
Tennessee Tech for their 86-74.
'Ph
The Racers are currently one-half game behind
" Our defense held them to 39 percent
Racer forward John J ackson gets off a shot In Saturday's t!je 4-1 Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles, whom the
shooting," Newton said. The Golden Eagles
l1i75- 7~ 1oss rtci Tennessee Stale.
..." r
Itacers defeated ~74last Monday.
.. •
came into the game aver aging over 50 percent
Jackson had six ~lnts and 1o rebounds In the losing effort.
Newton said, despite recent setbacks, that the
from the floor.

By BILL BALTZ
Assistant Sports Editor

The Murray State men's
track team in their first
major meet of the
1990-1991 track season
stumbled to last place at
the second annual Saluki
Invitational in Carbondale, Ill., on Saturday.
The Racer squad managed to score 52 points,
primarily by winning
three events in the meet:

T.R ACK

Georgia Tech won the'
meet with 127 points.
Host school, Southern Illinois, was runner-up with
124.
Coach Stan N arewski
said the team competed
well, although the results
did not show it. "The team
just wasn't sharp coming
off the long Christmas lay
off," he said.
The Racers last competed on Dec. 7 in Murfreesboro, Tenn., when
they defeated both Middle
Tennessee State, 69-35,
and • Western Kentucky,
66-39, in dual meets.
"
The Racers showed their
strengths at Carbondale
in the middle-distances
and long sprints by winning the 400-meter dash,
the 800· meter run and the
4 X 800-meter relay.
MSU's individual vic·
{ories included Siebert
Straughn winning the 400
in 48.24 seconds, and the
800 was Y.'On bywSteven ,
Roberts withr a one
minute, 54.34 seconds. "I
was pleased with Siebert's
and Steve's wins in the
400 and 800," said
Narewski.
"The 4 X 800 relay win
was solid," Narewski said.
By JOHN WRIGHT
"We had a two minute flat
Staff Writer
lead-off leg from John
Optimism is still high in t he
Ackerman and the final
Murray State camp as it
A major r eason for the Lady
three (Pat Callanan,
prepares to embark on its in- Racers' dowtifall was t urnovers
Roberts and Carl Dillard)
famous " Death Valley" swing as t hey commit ted 24 for the
all ran 1:54s for their
to Morehead State and Eastern game to TSU's 17. Breazeale
legs," he said. MSU's time
Kentucky.
said this has also been a thorn
was 7:42.9.
This is despite the fact th at in the Lady Racers' side for
The 4 X 400-meter relay
the Lady Racers have a 1-3 much of the season.
team of Terry Harewood,
record in Ohio Valley Con"That's our average per game
Carl ,Dillard, Roberts and
ference play so far and are com· for the season (24 a game)," she
~traughn finished third in
said
t ing off co~ecutive home losses
Another reason for Murray
3:18.08. "The 4 X 400
to Tennessee State and TenState's
demise was the Lady
relay team showed how
nessee Tech last week.
young and inexperienced ~• However, assistant head Tiger triumvirate of Rulesha
it was. The exchanges
coach Kelly Breazeale said she Adams, Ann Thomas and Cynwere rough, and we didn't
believes it is quite possible for t hia Hicks, who scored 21, 18
accelerate the .stick ' the Lady Racer s to make a nd 17 points, respectively, to
through .'the zone,"
serious r un for the conference pace the TSU attack.
Narewski said.
crown,
even after such a dismal
;,..
Michelle Wenning led Murstart.
.
Narewl'ki said a comray State with 19 pofnts, while
'l.l'm disappointed in the fact J ennifer Parker scored 18.
bination of technical pro·
that I think we ate a top con·
blems, nagging injuries
The problem against Ten·
tender for the OVC title," nessee Tech , however, was
and inconsistencies were
Breazeale said. "So far, we've simply the Lady Eagles deadly
major contributions to
tended to blow 'I~ds and that's shooting accuracy as they ham·
their lackluster perforsometliing we can't do. We have mered the Lady Racers 109-87.
mances in the field events.
to have the killer iDBtinct to put
Other MSU highlights
Ironically, the Lady Racer
t
he team away when we get a gameplan was executed much
included third place
lead."
·
finishes by Itai lllouz in
the way Breazeale had hoped "We're learnin g a new
the 200 and Dillard in the
to make Tech win the same
defense r ight now and even from the perimeter. U nfor·
800.
though we're having problems
tunately, that is exactly what
The men's track team
right now, we're starting to
happened.
travels back to MurJ
come together ," Breazeale said.
" We made t hem do what we
freesboro's Murphy
In last week's game aga inst
wanted," she said. " When I
Center to participate in a
Tennessee State, the problem of
looked at the st at sheets at t he
meet this Saturday at 10
holding a lead cropped up again
end of the same everything
a.m. with MTSU, WKU,
for the Lady Racer s as they lost
they hit was outside the paint."
and Florida State.
84·73 after leading 39-27 at
Tech shot a dazzling 53 perhalftime.

LadY Racers alm.ost .out of race
BASKETBALL

~

"So far, we've
tended to blow ·
leads and that's .
something we
can't do."
Kelly Breazeale

assrstant coach

cent for the game and forced 25
Lady Racer turnovers while
giving up only 14.
• Effort was not a reason for the
Lady Racers' lack of success so
·far. In the Tech game, even
after the game had been decid·
eel, the Lady Racers were still
giving their all. Breazeale said
this is eometh.ing the Lady'
Racers have exhibited all

aeason.
"When we got down 30 to
Tech and even against State
Saturday, it would have been
easy for us to give, but we
didn't," she said. "That tells me
the kids are willing to give the
effort and we, the ataff, need to
give some back to them. This is
a great bunch of kids." _
Thia weekend's trek will for
all intents and purpoeee decide ,
Photo by JOHN BERNING
whether or not the Lady Racers
will even be a factor in the race
Llldy Ricer guard Julie Pinson goes up for a lay-up In last
for the OVC title and Breazeale Saturday•• 84·73 loiS to TenneiHe State.
knows how tough it is to win on
Pinson had 10 points and 14 assists for the Lady Racers
the road in the OVC.
(&-12).
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patriotic players

~

; Scott Adams. a junior forward from
Charlotte, N C . models the newest
tem on the Racer team uniforms.
After the bombs began to drop on
raq, the Racers honored American
rsoldiers by displaying a patch of an
merican flag on the ir jerseys.
Fortunately, for Amer.ican sol d ier~,
he underdog is not dotng as well tn
jthe war as the Tennessee' State
1Tigers did in their game with the
iAacers last Monday.
I TSU won 75-73 to hand the F;tacers
hheir first OVC loss.
(

I

wallis out

Lady Racers head coach Larry Wall was
given a leave of absence by the Murray State
athletic department.
Assistant coach Kelly Breazeale will be the
interim coach until a replacement Is found .
S ports information director, Tim Tucker,
said this action by the athletic department
does not e xclude Wall from returning to his
coaching position In the future.
Wa ll is in South Carolina and was
una va ilable for comment.

t
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+
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BHie tum bome this weekend
Racer Rifles lost their match to
Tennessee Tech last Saturday in
Cookville, Tenn., in the combined aggregate score of 6074-6044.
Totals for TTU by event were 4571
for .22-callber smallbore and 1503 for
the .1 n-caliber air rifle. MSU's totals
were 4550 In smallbore and 1494 for
air rifle.
Top performers for MSU were
Chris Curtis who shot 1151 in
smallbore and 375 in air rifle. Beth
Herzman shot a 1149 In smallbore,
and Anne Tully shot 379 in air rifle.

Top shooter tor the MSU Blue team
was freshman Kate Keleman. who
scored 1132 in sma llbo re a nd 373 In
air rifle.
Rac&r Rifles will host the Roger
Withrow Invitational this Frida y
through Sunday at Stewart Stadium.
The meet will have over 100 s hooters,
and TIU , Kentucky, Middle Tennessee State, Xa vier Unive rsity and
Alaska-Fairbanks will be a mong the
schools represented a long with
several junior g roups from Ke ntuc ky
and the region.

..
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Sprinter worried about

Lady Racers finish 2nd
at Saluki Invitational
By BILL BALTZ

TRACK

Assistant Sports Editor

The Lady Racer track team
with balanced scoring were
runners-up to host school,
Southern Illinois in Carbondale, Ill. at the Saluki Invitational on Saturday.
The women's team won
two of the 17 events and
scored 83 points to SIU's 165
in the six-team meet.
sru, which bas a large
track program, overwhelmed
everyone with numbers that
led to the lop-sided scoring,
coach Margaret Simmons
said. "Our performance was
okay,'' she added.
The only indvidual winner
was Stephanie Saleem, who
won the 600-meter run with
a time of one minute, 33.05
seconds.
MSU's 4 X 400-meter relay
team of Felicia Upton,
Crystal Roberson, Alicia
Glover and Saleem also won
in 3:54.78, but were well off
their SIU Recreation Center
track record of 3:45.2, set
last year.
Coach Simmons said their
efforts were about as expected. "The entire team is

By BILL BALTZ
Assistant Sports Editor

still suffering from
Christmas vacation," she
said. Some of the kids were
sore from having to work indoors and a little out of
shape, but the break probably did them some good,"
Simmons said.
The team as a whole reached their pre-meet goals, Simmons said, and the distance
runners probably scored as
many points in this meet as
they ever did.
The team needs more mental toughness and concentration, said Simmons. "We
have some girls who need to
become women to improve as
a team," she said.
Other perfomances of note
were Rebecca Mizener's
third in the mile·run and
fourth in 1,000-meter run.
Felicia Upton along with her
leg on the 4 X 400 also plac~
ed second in the 200-meter
dash and third in the
55-meter dash.
The Lady Racers will
travel with a limited squad
to Johnson City, Tenn., to
run in the US Air Invitational on Saturday.

He is currently a Murray
State student, a national
record-holder in track and a
veteran of combat in the Middle
East.Itai lllouz, 25, ofTel Aviv,
Israel, bas more than a CNN
junkie's concern for the situation in the Middle East.
Illouz is a student-athlete at
MSU who competes as a
spriBter, and is also the current
lst'aeli national record-bolder
in the 100-meter and 200-meter
dashes.
A senior photography/graphic
arts major, lllouz expects to
graduate at the end of this
semester.
Illouz, like so many on campus, has been personally ef·
fected by the war. His fiancee
still lives alone in Tel Aviv and
his family lives in Jerusalem.
His father, 52, a reservist in
the Israeli army, has been activated into a combat unit, and
one of his younger brothers also
is now serving in a support unit
for the army. They, like all
Israeli men, are required to
serve in the military for three
years when they reach 18-years
of age and continue as reser·
vista until the age of 55.
Illouz, who went to the Israeli
equivalent of a military

.

J2LLP!/{jt Q'Jv[JC!l(O!A{_ PI

academy for secondary school,
was commissioned as a second
lieutenant at the age of 18. Like
West Point graduates, he had a
six-year commitment to the army. Upon graduation in 1983,
be was given a platoon and was
part of the Israeli incursion into
Lebanon for six weeks.
"After the six weeks, I decided I did not want to be a
soldier,'' Illouz said. He then
fulfilled his standard threeyear military obligation, but
ltai lflouz
surrendered his rank of second
lieutanant and became a
"When we were in Luxemsargent-major in the reserves.
burg in '87, for example, they
Under Israeli law, Illouz, as a didn't know what to do with us,
student abroad. is not required so they put us in the middle of
to return to Israel and the army an army base," he said.
during this crisis, but said he
lllouz said, he spends his
undecided about when or under nights watching news, worrywhat circumstance he would go ing and trying to reach his
back.
fiancee or parents by phone,
Illouz enrolled at Boise State which can take up to four or
in Idaho, but transferred after five hours. "It is nearly imtwo years to Murray State seek- possible to get through if the
ing the expertise of coach Stan missiles have been launched,"
Narewski for his speciality in he :;aid.
the sprints.
With his current late night
Illouz has been competing in- schedule, Illouz said he thinks
ternationally for the Israeli na- his studies wlll suffer. Any
tional team, which has made diversion from his concerns are
him sensitive to terrorist tac- found at the track and by contics. Each Israeli team has centrating on his workouts.
briefing before their trips"I am for the war and it
abroad and are accompanied by should of started four months
at least one security agent.
ago right after he (Hussein) in-

~ar

vaded Kuwait," said Illouz.
"But I think the American
public should be strong and
should know there will be a lot
of casualities. A lot! I mean this
a war and Iraq has a tough army," be said.
illouz said he understood
Hussein's need to break the
coalition by sucking Israel into
the war, but agreed with the
current Israeli policy of nonretaliation and there was little
else they could do that is not
already being done.
"This war was a necessity,
and the U.S. had to go to war."
Illouz said, "From an Israeli's
point ofveiw, what's happening
right now is very good for
Israel, because in a few months
or a year, this huge army would
have faced Israel. This is like
the U.S. taking care of what
Israel would have done
anyway, because there would
have been a war against Iraq ..
. someday."
....
Illoui said Israel wlll ,expect
the U.S. give some sort of
future considerations since
foregoing their long standing
policy of retaliation. "I think
the situation right now gave
Israel a lot of plus, good
points," he said. "I know that it
is going to help U.S.-Israe1 relations in the long run."

~'" ·~
TANN ING HUT

14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

Ftotudoo:

SWimwear &Accessories
br men and women • '
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would like to congratulate our new officers
for 1991-1992

1302 Chestnut

DlxJeland Shopping CerW I

President - Sarah Blankenship
Vice-President Pledge Educator- Ginna Curling
Administrative Vice-President • Lesli Jones
Chapter Relations - Belinda Williams
Recording Secretary - Kathy Blackburn
Corresponding Secretary- Angela Hudgin
Treasurer - Kimmi Paschall
Panhellenic Officer- Jennifer Moore
Panhellenic Voting Delegate- Christy Norris
Rush Chairman - Melanie Harris
Membership Education - Karen Poe
Public Relations - Renee Amberg
Philanthropic Chairman- Christy Whittington
Ritual Chairmen - Amy Marvin & Jenny Giordano
Corporation Representative - Jennifer Doherty

753·3333

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION - UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Jan. 30

Subby's
NOWHAS

HAMBURGERS
FOR ONLY

59~

Panhellenic Non-Voting Delegate • GTetchen Barber
Social Chairmen - Mandy Flaherty & Kelly Welsh
Scholarship Chairman - Barrett Burke
Activities - Nan Daniel
Alumni Relations • Tammra Obrecht
Historian - Lori Clayton
Song Leader - Shelley Price
Assistant Treasurer - Monica Major
Intramural& - Traci Cox
Paddles and Composites - Stacy Turnage

FREE DELIVERY
with a $3 order

753-SUBS
Dixieland Shopping

Piggly_ ·~ ~

Cent~r

Open A

Wiggly

Bank of Murray.
Racer Special

Buy one get one FREE:
24 oz. sandwich bread
and 6 oz. Bugles snacks

Account And We'll
Give You AT-shirt!

Prarie Farms
24 oz.
cottage cheese

$1.49

• 50 free checks per semester

Campbell's
10 oz.
Chicken Noodle
Soup
-·--- 3/$1
({/1,7!/1/',',.

Open 24 hours
Monday - Friday
7 a.m. - midnight
Saturday and Sunday

The Bank of Murray believes in
you and your future, and we
know that the key to a
successful future is having good
banking sense! The Racer
Special account makes banking
easy and fun! Stop by any of
our Bank of Murray locations
and open your Racer Special
account today!

--..:__--

~ r,,"i/1(':'.

• No Mm1mum Monthly Balance
• No per-check fee
• Big M Money Machine Card
l~d

on approval)

• Racer Special T-shirt

-:____;_...,11.'/J(','( .•

~u~ South 12th Street & Glendale
75S8818

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
lhmberFDIC

Main Office

University Branch

101 S. 4th Street
753-1893

515 N. 12th Street
753~151

South Manor Branch
611 S. 12th Street
753-0161

.

\
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SCOREBOARD
out- None
Total foutaMurray State 20, Tenn••••
State 28.

WBASKFrBML
MuMy St.t. 1111.
Tenn...... In

Basketball Standings

'

ovc

Men
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
Morehead State
Tennessee State

ALL
9-9
3 - 1 14-7
3-1
10-6
2-2 10-9
4-1

1-3
1-3
1-4

Women
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Middle Tennessee
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky

Murray State
Austin Peay

11-5

9-6
4-13

5-0

12-4

4-1
3-1
1-3
1-3

8-7
8-9

8-8
7-7
6-12

1-3

2-12

0-4

AVQ

SCORING

19.8

Popeye Jones
Kevin Howard, TS
Rod Mitchell, MO
Frank Allen
Tommy Brown, AP

16.3
16.3

16.1
15.5

REBOUNDING

-

Popeye Jones
Warren Kid, MT
Tommy Brown, AP
Rod Mitchell, MO
Nico Childs, TS
ASSISTS
Van Usher, TT
Kevin Howard, TS
Jami~ Ross, EK
Frank Allen
Greg Coble
n PERCENTAGE
Frank Allen
Greg Coble
Kirk Greathouse, EK
Jamie Ross, EK
Aric Sinclair, EK

14
11 .1
11 .1

9.8
9.4
9.3
4.7
4.2

3.7
3.6
.861
.829
.797
.792

.778

..............

Murray Sta,. .-.. Tenne••••
T«:/1. In RM»r AtMI Jan.. 21

~

~. T.nn. JI~

14

......, . . . . 70
IIIIMeT...,-,.a_ . .
Mumy State (70)
Gumm 1-2, 0..0, 2, King 59, 1·1 , 1-4, Allen 2-11 , 8-8,
14, Adami 1·1, ()..(), 2, Coble
3-8, 2-2, 8, Gold 1-2. ()..(), 2
Jonaa 8·19, 7-9, 19, JICklon
-4-8, 1-0, 11 Totlla 23-58,
19-28.70
Middle Tenn•...• (M)
Ingram 4-5, 0..0, 8, Davia
1-9. 2·2, 4, Corder 2·8, 2-2,
7, Taylor 5-1-4, 0-0, 13,
Hammonda 5-11 , o-o, 12,
Vance 1· 2, o-2, 2, Clifton 415, 2·5, 10, Kldd 6-8, o-o,
10
Totals 27-70, 8· 11, 68
Halftime - Murray State 32,
Middle Tenneaaee S3 Three
point goala- Murray SIMI 6-8
(King s-.4). Middle Tenne....
8-23 (Corder 1-1). ReboUnd•
Murtay State 47 (Jonea 1..).
Middle Tenneasee 39 (Kidd
10) Aaalat• Murray State 10
(Coble 3). Middle Tenneaaee
11 (Corder 9). Fouled out l<ldd Middle Tenne.... Total
Fou ta- Murray State 11,
Middle Tenneesee 19

RACER SPORTS WEEK
I
•

Te-aanT.... 74
Mumy State (18)
Wilton 1·2, o-o. 2, King 6-8,
2-2, 13, Allen 6-14, 4-8, 111,
Adame o-2. 0..0, 0, Coble 412, 3-4, 12, Jonea 11-17, 47, 28, Jac:boll 6-9, 4-5, 14.
Totala 32-62, 17·24, 88.
Tenneuee Tech (74)
Houlton 1-3, 0-0, 2.
McWilliam• 2-5, 0·0, 5,
Uaher 4-8, o-o. 10, Rodgers
1-4, 0..0, 2, WHt 0.2, 2· 2, 2.
Edmondaon 2-7, o-o, 5, Beat
2· 5, 7-7, 11 , Cupples 4·10,
0·2, 10, Manuel G-1 , 0..0, 0,
Wester 2-5, 2· 2, 8, Oglelby
8-18, 1-1, 21 . Totlls 28-88,
12-14, 74.
Halftime • Murray State -48,
Tenne.... Tech. 38. Three
point goals- Murray State 513 (Allen S-7) Tenneuee
Tech. 4-8 (Ogleaby. 4·8).
Reboundl • Murray State -48
(Jonea 20). Ten~~ea... Tech.
27 (Willet 4).AIIIIII •
Murray State 17 (Coble 5)
TenneuM Tech. 15 (Uahar 9)
Fouled out - none Murray
State, Houaton Tenneeaee
Tech. Total foula - Murray
State 14, Tenneuee Tech. 21 .

lfiEN'S
TRACK
WOMEN'S
,TRACK
1

.....,..,.,.. 7a
Murray State (73)
Gumm o-o, 2·2, 2, Wllaon
1-3, o-o. 2, Klng2-s. 2-4, 8,
Allen. 2-10, 12-12, 18,
Adams 2-5, 2-6, I. Coble 510, 4·6, 18, Slvllfa, G-1, 0.2,
0 , Jonea 8-10, 2-5, 14,
~n 4-13, 1-4, 9
TotalS
22-57, 25-311, 73
Tenne•••• State (75)
Coffey 2-3, 2·2, 8, Howard
3-4, 4-4, 10, Eubanka f:15,
0-1, 24, Roblnaon 0· 3, 1-2,
1, Lewis 2-3, 2-3, 8, Moore
o-1 , o-o, o. Parker 4-5, o-o,
8, Childs 7-11, 4-5, 18,
Burwell 0-1 , G-1, 0 Totals
27· 48, 13-18, 75 HalftlmeTenneaaee State 40 Murray
State 37. Three point goalsMurray State 4-14 (King 2·5,
Coble 2-5) TenneuH State
(Eubanka 8·9,) ReboundaMurray State 40 {Jonee 14).
Tenneaaee State 25 (Chllda
7). Asslata- Murray State 9
(King 3). lenn-e State 17
(Coffey 8, Howard 8. Fouled

Murray State (72)
Parker 7· 11, o-1 . 17,
GaiiiiTIOfe o-2, 0.2, 0, Pierce
4-11, 0.0, e, MeiiiU Shelton
1-4, o-o. 2, Garner o-5, 2-S,
2, Wenning 8·9, 9-10, 21 ,
Plnaon 4-8, o-o, 9, Waldon 38, o-o. 8, MIChelle Shelton 2·
2, 2-2, 8. Totall 27-59, 13·
20, 72
Middle TennHIIe (85)
Morrlaon S-5, G-1, 8,
Cartwright 1-1 0·0, 3 ,
Wright 2-S, 2-3, 8, Smith 22, 4-6, 10, Slaaon o-o, 1-2,
1, Krlstl Brown 2-5, 8-8, 14,
Roblnaon 9-22, 11-14, 28,
LaTonya Hartle 1-2, o-o, 2,
Glpaon 0.1 , 1-2, 1, Capley 411, 8-8, 14, Cox G-1, 0..0, 0,
Sherle Harris 4-8, 1-2, 9.
Totala 28-e1, 34-43, 95.
Halftime- Middle Tenneuee
47, Murray Sta1a 29, Three
point ~ Murray State 512, (Parker 3-3)
Middle
TenneHe 5-11 (Smith 2-2).
Rebounda- Murray State 40
(Wenning
12).
Middle
Tenneaue
(Harris
1).

T.,..._llat.71

.

SUNDAY lMONDAY

. . . . . ... i

.

•.,

..81."'
Kontuo~r

,...,. ..

TUESDAY jWEDNIIDA!lTHURSDAY
t

:.
...

.

K•"tuo~

Mlckllo Tenneaae.
••••• ~~ltait_~-· f·

Away

E.aatTenn111 ..

[;;]

~~~!•tlon•l

<j.

RIFLE

.

Ro. .r Withrow lnvltatloiWI

Home

~

D

"

Parker 2·8, 4-8, 8, ,-----------------~

A11lata- Murray State 11
(Pinaon 4). Middle Tenne~~ee
22 (Morrison 5, Sm"h 5).
Fouled out- Pierce, Waklon
Murray St.te, Sherte Harris
Middle Tenneuee. Total
Foula- Murray State 25,
Middle Tenne.... 21 .

GaJOmore o-1,

o-o,

o. Pierce

4-5, 8-9, 17, MIIIIU Shelton
2-4, o-o, 5, Gamer 8-13, 1·
2, 17, Wenning 8-8, 4-8, 16,
Plnaon 9-12, 2-4, 22, WaldOn
0-2, 2-2, 2, Mechelle Shelton
o-2, 0-0, o. Totala 31-58,
21-31, 87.
Tenn..... Tech (1H))
Traanton s-.4, 3-3, 9, Beaty
o-1 , 2-3, 2, 8oott 4-8, ().1,
e. Battten 2-2, o-o, "· Floe
10·20, 1-3, 215, Hart G-1. o0, 0, Moorehead 8-20, 10.1.2,
27, 81Dut G-2. 4-4, 4, RamMy
2-8, 1-4, 5, Adama 11-11, .25, 24. Totala 40..78, 23-35,
108.
Halftime- Tenneaaee
Tech. 47 Murray State 32.
Three point goala- Murray
State 4-11 (Pierce 1-1).
Tenne.... Tech. 8-14 (Rioe
4-8). Rabouncla- Munay
S8 (WeMing 10). Tenneaaee
Tech, 34 (Ramsey 8).
Aaslata- Murray State 17

___ .... ..

,.

Llldy Racer. .-.. Tenne•11•
Sfa,. In Racer Arena Jan 111.

-..... .... n

Mumy State (73)
Parker 8-15, -4-5, 18,
Gallimore 2-3, o-o, 6, Pierce
1-8, 5-5, 8, Mellaaa Sheflon
1-1, o-o. 2, Glmer 2·5, o-o.
4~ Wenning 7-9, 5-9, 1&,
Plnaon 4-&, 1-2, 10, Waldon
2-6, 3-5, 7, Mechalla SheltDn
0-1, o-o, o . Totala 25-55,
11-28, 73.
TanneiSee State (84)
t
Hlckl 7·18, o-1 , 17,
Newson 1-3, 2-6, 4, Mat1owe
2:.S. .2-4, 6, Campbell 1-5, 3~~ 5, Wooda S-5, 5·8, 13,
,_me 9-21 , 3-5, 21, Thomas
8-12, 2-7, 18. Totala 31-70,
Halftime- Murray
17-36, 84.
State 39, Tenneasee State 27
Three point goala· Murray
State 5· 15 (Parker 2-6,
Pleroa 1-3). Tet~nellle State
5-14 (Wooda 2·3). ReboUndl·
Murray s-.te 37 (Wenning

..._T..,..._N

......., .... 7.

.............
....,.....

..........

SATURDAY

'1

Lady RaOIIfl VI. Middle
TenneiiH In Mu,..,boro,
Tero~~ar... Jan 14.

Murray Ste,. vs. Ten11111ee
Stllte In Racer Arena Jan. 19

FRIDAY

SPORT
MEN'S
BASKETBALL
WOMEN'S
,.BASKETBALL

a..

(Pineon 8). Ten.-.... Tech.
19 (Ramaey 8). Fouled outMelltaa Shelton, Waldon
Mu,ray State, Total foutaMurray State 28, Tennea.,..
Tech. 23.
Jln. 2 In RMJer Arena
North Alabama II
Murray State 70

12). Tenne11ee State 47
(Thomu 13) Asslsta- Murray
State 17 (Plnaon 12).
Tenneuee Stlde 22 (Newson
6). Fouled out- Plnaon, Murray
State Total fouta· Murray
State 27, Tenneasee State 20.

J• 6 In RM»r 'Arena
Murray State 71
Auatln Peay ee
Jan. B In W.S. Hanner
Fl-ldhou,.
Statuboro,

Recen v.. TennHiee
In Rae»r Arena Jln 21.
..__•-Teoh108
. . . . . . . . . . 87
Murray State {87)

Murray Slate a
Jan. 12 In Racer N8IUI L.1..>.. 1.1.
Murray a&ti"M
IUf'v>tndlanepolla 52 l •

~-

~

Giorgia Southam

t.Ch

RACER OF THE WEEK:
The "Windex .Man" Popeye Jones has
averaged 16 boards In the Racers' last three
games and leads the OVC In rebounding and
scoring average, despite Saturday's heart·
breaking 1o. . to TSU.

ee

or1 ' 1

•

!
I

..•

CIASSIFIEDSPERSONALS
Undl. 1'hanks for

13 yMt8
ot dedlcllled ...... Doc.
Our love Ia bigger than a
~ rd try to lhow you.
but you otve me t.ck. You
know thla love wll not tilde

away. PNce, Jeny.

Congrllb new ABA pledgeal
Welcome aboard! Congrata
and good luck. We kMt youl

a..w, Old you NMt another

.... Frtdlly night alone, Ot dd

you call your enlarging
friend? P.S. you owt me.
Cindy B., Congratll I'm so
proud of ybu. I lw Ul U R
11\seeome, Chefyt G.
Pleue recycle! We only
have one ewth.
Uncia, Good luck with yow

new job. We1 m1.. youl
t<.rry C., What were you
doing In front ot Regents Ill 3
a.m.?

'lbe

l

.'
~

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

MISC.

LOST

BUSINESS
SERVICEs·

Thanka for the great AOtc -

Cruise
Ship
Jobs
HIRINQ Men - Women
Summer/ Year
Round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR
GUIDES, RECREATION
PERSONNEl.. Excellent pay
plus FREE travel. cartbbear),
Hawaii, Bahamas, South
Pacific, Mexico. C A L L
NOW! Call refundable. 1·
208· 738·7000,
Ext.
C355

OIRL SCOUT CNAP flrAFF •
Aaalstlnt Dlreckw, . . . . .
Manager, Health Supervleor,

PAST
FUNDRAISINO
PROGRAM $1,000 In
Ju•t one week. Earn up to
$1,000 for your campua
organization. Plua a diMce
at $5,000 morel This
program
worksl
No
lrweatment needed. Call 1-

Lo8t: Gold nugget brllciMit
on Mondlly night the 21et 81
Racer Arena or between
arena and Olive Blvd.

Sullivan Par 3 Oolf
C o u r s •
offere
enteftalnrnentl Golf, batting
CIIQ8S, leuona, miniature

AA•

Chrlatmaa

party.
Everyone had fun I Let'8 do It

8QIIIn next year.
Kim.

How'a everything In
Engllnd. MI.. yal Crew from
MSlJ.TV11.

ll*'k tjlobflty. Act localy.
I ,.ally

m.. you a lot Marty.

Od.12 Babvl

FOR SALE
1e• portable TV, 14'.8"
,.frfgerator, G.E. Range,
dining table-2 chairs,
freezer-cheat, bedroom
eulte, amall rocking chair.
c.l~153.

unit counaelora and . . . . .
waterfront, rappelllng,
~ nlllure, arts and
crafts and kitchen ataff

needed. caq, s~
Hilla. Contact Charlotte S.

800-932-()528 Ext

Palmer, Cumberland Valley
Girl Scout Council, Box
4()488, Nuhvllle, TN 37204
Ot 1-615-383 0480.

Looking for a fraternity,
aororlty
or
student
CN'ganlzation that would like
to make $500 - $1,000 for a
one week on·campua
rnarbtlng project. Must be
CN'ganlzed and hardworking.
Call Kevin at 1-800-592-

Oood quality slalom aki

4-478.

N&iray, KY. 42071 .

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline...... Friday 2 p.m.

Houra: Monday, Wedneeday and
Frtday 1-3 p.m.,Tueeday and Thursday 2-4 p.m.
Cloeed week8nda and holidays.

f

Cal782-478t.

:

~------------------------------~·
!
THERE'S JUST

of Public Safety oHers
MCOft aei'VIoe aftw dark 7
daya a week. cal 762-2222.
m-tt's no limit to how fast
you can get things done In
d11881fted. lncreue your
r .p.m. (responses per
meaaage) with a well-placed
ed todayl Cal 782-4478.

Jhe

MISC.

WE
NEED
SELF·
MOTIVATED
STUDENTS. Earn up to
$10/hr. Market credt cards
on campua. Flexible houra.
Only 10 positions t1Y811atlle.
Call Now 1·100-8508472 Ext. 20, Kathy.

Murray State News

I want to buy a ueed
mountain bike. Contact
MICh 753-6310.

gol. 75S-1152.

11

A-1 Typing Service. $1 per !
page lndudea spell check. •
Top speed of 168 W.P.M. ~

M8U &cort seMce, Dept.
MSU Students..., $100 a
day for our oommodltlea
aysterna. Detalle $3 and
S.A.S.E. to P.O. Box 8029,

2121.

boota for sale. Cheapl
eom.ct Milch 753-6310.
Do you have something that
you need to 1111? Let our
cluallled Mdlon ewn you
eome extra cash. Call 762-

so.

Aew~Wl753-e528.

BUSINESS
SERVICES

L.oolclng for edYenlureeome,
rlak-taklng, Murray State

Looldng for a r1de to Denver
during spring break. Call
782-8168.

8IUdenta to partldpate In the
NalloMI 8\Jdent &change.
Call 712·8851 for more
Info! nldcin.

ClaMiftedsl Buy It, 111 It,
fnd ltl 782-4478

RATES

With MSU ID: 15f par wont

To double your results, you can buy one '
classified ad of 15 words or more with the
coupon below and get a second one
of equal value

WlhcU MSU 10:20¢ per wont

Over Twenty Words

With MSU 10: 1Of per wont
Wlthcd MSU 10: 15f per wont
NO ADS Wl.L BE ACCEPTED OVER lliE PHONE.
Ada may be mailed along with payment to:

Classifleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

FREE!

:
~

PliA80NALB
R00161ATE8
8UIIll88
8BMC&8
FORAENT
FORM&.&
HEI..PWANTm

Buy one classified ad of 15 words or more and get a
second one of equal value

FREE!

LOST& FOUND

RIDE8

MI8C..
NOTic&

~ires Feb.

8, 1991

TRY 051111 YOU'LL UKE 0511!1

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

We Want You As Our Customer

50-75% OFF REGULAR PRICES!

1er 1iiPDPii
11.

UNIVERSITY PLAZA ••• CHESTNUT STREET

41

~"Y

~-~If' Bat

'"
CaU or come t>y.
(Appointments

so";.!;l~,.,

-tl'e

Tro

Pic.

s0 %'+ers

~ Off! .

~

~
~

~
~

Sunday
Noon - 5 p.m.

I

~

~..

;

~
r--~-::.::=e~m:.:n-:.-;;--, s
901 Coldwater Road

Sl/fr

-~

8 a.mSa•• d9 p.m.
tur ay
8 a.m .• 5 p.m.

- • .,...........
are neceaary)

•

:i4

Monday • Friday

~ ~-

~t,;ct"i:c';:·lr;,.,d

~~ ~ :~~~,.,s n~''

so%0 a,rs Ooct
Off!

•Look::'d

i

Does not apply with
other special oft'en.

VISIT MURRAY•s PIER 1 IMPORTS ANNUAL

o,

~

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• !•
~
1he M~ State N.ews

INDEX

LARGEST SELECTION EVER OF
FURNITURE "& ACCESSORIES REDUCED

.,•

L

cxp. 2/15/91

purchase of any package of~ tanning aesaloN or more.

-------------------

.J

t

!'<

~~------------------------------------------~3~

u.
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OFF
~ATX4

WARM-UPS
~AT~TA NIKE & REEBOK FI~EECE SPOR.
~SELECTED PRINTED T-SIDRTS
~LYCRA SHORTS & TIGHTS
~COI~I~EGE SWEATS & T-SIDRTS

.Yo-40°Al

....

Men's and Women's

· Canvas Tretoms

Off

100 Styles of Shoes
.........

by Nlke, Reebok, Tretom,
Converse New Balance & more.

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTIN8 GOODS

"£11£1lTIIING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

T .A

N

N

I

N

G

I

When the weather looks bad,
-

--

You can look good.
Olympic Plaza

753-WOLF

